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801 Lionel prewar O gauge blue streak set to include 265E Commodore Vanderbilt locomotive, 265WX tender, 617, 618 and
619 passenger cars, C6.

802 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2458 automobile car with flying shoe trucks but thin axles and regular wheels in an original box.
Very nice shape with only minor box rubs, C8. OB is very nice with no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs.

803 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6468 boxcar in original box, C8-9. OB is very nice with no loose or missing flaps and no tape
repairs.

804 Lionel prewar O gauge 63 silver lamp post in original box, C6-7 but missing both 63-10 lamps. Original box has one
sealed end with a nice complete label. The other end has all flaps attached and no tape repairs.

805 Lionel Postwar 6518 transformer car in original box with inserts,, C8 with some run time. OB is nice with both original
inserts, no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs but does have some shelf wear and small creases.

806 Lionel Postwar 6418 machinery car in original box with original orange girder load, C7-8 with some run time. OB is nice
with one original insert, no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs but does have minor shelf wear.

807 Lionel Postwar 6151 flat car with Range Patrol truck in original box, C8-9. Car has very low run time and only one tiny
paint flake and a nice original Pyro truck. OB is nice with no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs with some shelf
wear.

808 Lionel Postwar 6376 circus car in original box, C7 with very low run time. OB is nice with no loose or missing flaps and
no tape repairs with some shelf wear and water stains on one end.

809 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar 6014-335 Frisco boxcar in original box. car has a coin slot on top and strong lettering on both
sides, C9+. OB is nice with no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs with minor shelf wear.

810 Lionel Postwar 208P/208T Santa Fe Alco diesel set in original boxes. 208P is very nice but has a cracked decal on the
front, no body damage, just the decal, C7+, the 208P is a little nicer at C8 with beautiful decals. Both have some run time.
OB’s are both complete with one sealed end and look very nice. The 208P box does have a dark area on the top of the box.

811 Lionel Postwar 6823 missile flat and 3470 aerial target launching cars in original boxes. Both cars are unrun, C7+ but may
clean to be C8 or better. 3470 has a clear nozzle and the 6823 has all white missiles with blue rubber tips. OBs are
complete but both have tape repairs inside and shelf wear outside.

812 Two Lionel Postwar 6414 autoloaders in original boxes. One with original premium autos and one with reproduction
autos, C6-7. Both OBs are complete with no loose or missing flaps and have no tape repairs inside but both have some
shelf and storage wear.

813 Lionel prewar 264E loco in red with 261T tender. Nice casting on loco but is repainted but looks exactly the same as the
original paint on the sheet metal body, C6+ otherwise.

814 Lionel prewar 299W City of Denver passenger set to include 636W powered unit, two 637 coaches and 638 observation
car with three vestibules, C6-.

815 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6407 flat car with Sterling missile. Car is C7+ but may clean to be nicer, original missile has faded
graphics on the upper portion and the capsule on top is devoid of a pencil sharpener.

816 Lionel Postwar 6826 flat car with Christmas trees in original box, C6-7 with original “trees”. OB is missing one end flap
and has tape repairs inside.

817 Lionel Postwar 6511 pipe car, 3484 Pennsylvania operating boxcar and 6467 miscellaneous cars in original boxes, C7+.
Original boxes all have some wear and two have tape repairs. All three appear to be complete with no missing flaps.
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818 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3512 operating fireman and ladder cars in original boxes. Both variations are represented here,
with black and silver ladders. The silver ladder version has all three nozzles, the black ladder version only has one nozzle
and two damaged nibs that hold them but the damaged ones still have enough material to hold a nozzle in place. Cars are
C6-7 with low run time. Both OBs have shelf / storage wear and tape repairs.

819 Lionel Postwar 6414 Evans autoloader w/ four red autos gray bumpers in original picture box, unrun car, very clean with
minty autos, C8+ but may clean to look nicer. OB has shelf wear and some discoloration but no missing flaps.

820 Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger cars to include 613 Pullman, 614 observation and 615 baggage cars, C6.
There are three coupler boxes missing and one grab iron missing.

821 Lionel Postwar 400, 404, 2550 and 2559 Budd cars in original boxes. All four are really nice, C7-8 range. The 400 have
extremely low run time, the rest have low run time also. Original boxes for the 400 and 404 have one sealed end each, one
is missing one flap from the opened end. the 2550 and 2559 boxes have all end flaps but may be missing some inner flaps,
they also have some shelf / storage wear.

822 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6434 poultry car in original box, C8+ car with a nice OB that has one missing inner flap and some
inner tape repairs.

823 Unrun Lionel Postwar 3434 operating chicken sweeper car in original box, C8-9 car with a nice picture box that has all of
its flaps but does have an inner tape repair and some shelf wear.

824 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6556 MKT Katy stock car with low run time, C8.
825 Lionel Postwar 3357 hydraulic platform car in original box with inner components box. Car has very low run time and is
C8-9 but may clean to be a little better. OB is missing the tuck flap from one end but is nice otherwise. The components
box is missing one inner flap and the components are incomplete with both figures having been broken off of their bases.
Components are C7 unless otherwise noted.

826 Lionel prewar 438 late color signal tower. The main structure is C7 but the roof has some paint flaking and although clean
and bright is C6.

827 Lionel Postwar 2530 REA baggage car in original box, C6-7. OB is complete with insert and original Lionel paper wrap.
The box does have a few small tape repairs but is still very nice overall.

828 Lionel Postwar 3666 Minuteman operating boxcar, very low run time, C7.
829 Lionel Postwar 3540 radar scanning scope car in original box, car looks C7+ however the radar pick-up horn is broken and
missing. OB is complete with shelf / storage wear and some inner tape repairs.

830 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3410 yellow helicopter launching car in original box with a nice instruction sheet. Car has very
low run time and has an original helicopter, C7+. OB is complete with no tape repairs but does have surface rubs.

831 Lionel prewar O 2623 Manhattan Pullman car in original box, extremely clean with perfect lettering on both sides and
looks C8, however it has two reproduction vestibules. OB is missing one end flap and an inner flap and has inner tape
repairs but does have the original insert and plain brown paper wrap.

832 Two Lionel Postwar 6800 flat cars with airplanes with an original box. One car has two holes drilled in the frame of the
flat car to rest the wing tips in. One car has low run time and the other is unrun, both Beechcraft Bonanza aircraft are
original and are both black over yellow but there are variations in the yellow on the two planes, C7-8. OB is complete with
some inner tape repairs and considerable wear to one end flap and also includes an original instruction sheet.

833 Lionel Postwar 6414 autoloader w/ cheapie autos in original picture box, C6-7 car due to evidence of buffing on the metal
superstructure where the cars “wheels” would sit. The cars are all original and C7. OB is complete with no tape repairs
but does have surface rubs.

834 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar in original box, C8 with extremely low run time. OB is
complete with two small inner tape repairs and some over sprayed silver paint on one short side.
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835 Lionel Postwar 2023 Union Pacific AA Alco set, low run time, no battery damage, C7+.
836 Two Lionel Postwar 2461 transformer cars in original boxes with original inserts. Includes a red transformer car with bold
serif lettering and a black transformer car with thin serif lettering, C7. OBs are both complete, one is very nice and the
other has some shelf wear.

837 Lionel Postwar Tuscan 6468 Baltimore and Ohio boxcar with a couple paint rubs on the roof and a small blob of what
appears to be factory paint on a roof rib. The car does have some paint wear on the sides and doors but has great lettering
on both sides, C6.

838 Gorgeous Lionel Postwar 682 steam turbine locomotive and Pennsylvania tender in original boxes with inserts and paper
wrap for the loco, smoke pellets, tamper and a crisp original instruction sheet. C8+ loco with test run or maybe a little
more, tender is C9-10 unrun and gorgeous. Loco box does have some shelf wear but is complete with a couple inner tape
repairs but includes original insert and Lionel paper wrap. tender box is a brick with original insert.

839 Lionel prewar O Blue Streak set to include 265E Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive, 265WX tender, 617 and 618
coaches and 619 observation car with two vestibules, C6+ and all original.

840 Lionel 2531, 2532, 2533 and 2534 matching round rivet head aluminum passenger cars except for the observation car
which has glued on plates. Cars are unrun, C9 and two have inspection slips tucked under the coupler bar. Boxes are all
complete with inserts and Lionel wrap but a couple do have significant shelf wear.

841 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6346 Alcoa covered hopper in original box, C8+ with gorgeous silver but there are a couple
small scratches. OB is complete and very nice with no tape repairs.

842 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6446 Norfolk and Western and 6736 Detroit & Mackinac hoppers in original boxes, C8 with nice
boxes. The 6736 box has an intact perforated window but is missing the thumb tab.

843 Lionel Postwar 3444 Erie animated gondola, 3484-25 Santa Fe operating boxcar and 6356 New York Central stock car in
original boxes. All three cars are C8, the 3444 is unrun. All three OBs are complete with no tape repairs.

844 Lionel prewar 812T tool set in original box with original wrap. The wrap has some black spots that look like black ink that
may have dripped on them and went through and got onto the end of the shovel as seen in the photos. OB is a brick.

845 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar 6361 log car with black chains in original box with instruction sheet, C9-10. OB is complete
with a perfectly intact perforated window but the window has some scuff marks.

846 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6416 boat loader in original box, C9-10 with four boats in factory wrapping. OB is
complete with surface wear and tape residue along the factory seam.

847 Lionel prewar 208 tool box with tool set in original box. Includes a nice silver box with some paint wear and a full set of
six tools with some discoloration to two of the handles, C6-7. OB is complete with inner tape repairs and surface wear.

848 Two unrun Lionel Postwar 6572 REA reefers in original boxes to include light and dark green variations, C8-9. OBs are
both somewhat worn, one is missing an inner flap and has many inner tape repairs.

849 Group of Lionel Postwar gondolas and barrel cars and two original boxes. Barrel cars include 3562-25 and 3562-50 Santa
Fe, gondolas are all adorned with New York Central lettering red and green 6462, aqua and light blue 6162 canister cars,
one with canisters and 6562-1 gray canister car with red canisters. Cars range from C6 to C9. OBs are for 6162-110 and
6562-1 and are both bricks.

850 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar 3370 Western & Atlantic animated sheriff and outlaw car and 6473 rodeo car in original boxes,
C9. OBs are both complete but do have shelf wear.

851 Mint unrun Lionel Postwar 6401 flat car in original box, C9-10. OB is very nice and complete.
852 Two unrun Lionel Postwar 6672 Santa Fe refrigerator cars in original boxes, two variations, one with blue and one with
black lettering, C8 but may clean to C9. Both OBs are in nice shape but have some shelf wear.
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853 Unrun Lionel Postwar 3361X operating lumber car (no logs), 6362 rail truck car and 6477 miscellaneous car in original
boxes. cars are C8-9 with nice OBs that may be missing an inner flap or two. The 6477 box has a dust shadow on one side
of the box.

854 Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include two 6822 searchlight cars, 6825 flat car with trestle bridge, 6343 barrel
ramp car and 6821 flat car with crates and four original boxes. cars are C7-8 but may clean to look nicer. Each different
car has a box, the 6822 comes with a hard to find white box. OBs range from nice to worn.

855 Lionel Postwar 3656 operating cattle car, x3464 Santa Fe operating boxcar and x6454 Pennsylvania operating boxcar in
original boxes. Cars are C7-8, OBs are complete with two being very nice and the 6454 having lots of shelf wear.

856 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6014-335 6018-85 boxcars in original boxes, C9-10 white car, C7-8 orange car due to a slightly
warped shell. Both OBs are complete and nice.

857 Two mint unrun Lionel Postwar 6014 Bosco boxcars, C9-10.
858 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6014 Chun King Orient Express boxcar, C8-9.
859 Lionel Postwar Airex boxcars to include a mint unrun 6014 and three different 6044 cars, one aqua, one light blue and one
dark blue or purple, all are C8 except the dark purple car which is C7-. The original box for the 6014 is complete but has
graffiti on each end flap. One wheel set on the medium blue 6044 is a modern era set of wheels.

860 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6024 Nabisco Shredded Wheat C8+, 6014 Baby Ruth C9 and 6024-60 RCA Whirlpool C7 boxcars
with two original boxes. OBs include 6014 and 6024-60 and are complete with shelf wear.

861 Five unrun Lionel Postwar savings bank boxcars to include 6050 Xmas club, Swift’s Premium and Libby’s tomato juice as
well as two variations of 638-2361 Stokely Van Camp’s. These are all nice but the light red 638-2361 has some small roof
scratches and is C7, the other four are C8-9. OBs include 6050 with large white label on the end flaps and a 6050-110 with
several inner tape repairs.

862 Scarce Lionel Postwar 6176-100 olive drab hopper, C8 with very low run time.
863 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6803 and 6807 military flats with original Pyro loads, C8 but may clean up to C9.
864 Scarce Lionel Postwar O gauge 3820 USMC operating submarine flat car with 3830 US Navy operating submarine, C7.
865 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6803 and 6804 military flats with original Pyro loads, C8+.
866 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3665 Minuteman missile launching cars with one original box. Includes the common variation
with dark blue roof and the scarce variation with a teal roof and hole in the side above the E in Minuteman, C7-8 but could
possibly clean to look nicer. OB is missing one inner flap and has been slightly crushed from the top, includes original
instruction sheet as well.

867 Unrun Lionel Postwar olive drab 6824 USMC rescue unit, roof has two scratches and one stretcher has a missing handle,
C7+.

868 Three Lionel Postwar 3419 operating helicopter cars with two original boxes. These are all different and includes two
early dark blue flats with large winders and one light blue flat with smaller winder. The helicopters included are all
different as well. They include an unmarked yellow helicopter with a single blade and two Navy helicopters, one with a
single blade and one with two blade jet propellers. Two are C8+ and the third ( blue with yellow copter is C6-7. The two
OBs are both different and each has minor to major tape repairs and each has a different instruction sheet.

869 Lionel Postwar olive drab 6640 USMC missile firing flat car, low to no run time but there is rust on the tops of the rivets,
otherwise C7.
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870 Two Lionel Postwar 6469 liquefied gas tank cars in original boxes. One is light red on a 6424-11 frame and the other is
dark red on a 6511-2 frame. One cylinder is very nice but the other has some wrinkles in the paper. The cars are C7-8 but
may clean up to be nicer. Both boxes have inner tape repairs but one is missing an end flap and the other is missing a tuck
flap.

871 Scarce Lionel Postwar 2028 Pennsylvania GP-7 with tan frame in original box. The frame does have a lot of touch up
paint but the bottom side is the telling story as this is originally painted tan but looks more beige. The shell is in great
shape with strong yellow rubber stamped lettering on both sides. Overall C7+. OB is still sealed on one end and in nice
shape with no graffiti or missing flaps.

872 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 6401-25 flat car with original Payton tank, C8.
873 Lionel Postwar 2028 Pennsylvania GP-7 in original box with yellow lettering. Loco has low run time but there is paint loss
to the walkway area of the frame yet it looks nice from the side as it would if displayed. Lettering is strong on both sides
but has a little bit of one “2” missing on one side. OB is a brick and sealed on one end.

874 Lionel prewar O gauge 918 scenic hillside, gorgeous piece with minor wear to the base on one end, C7.
875 Gorgeous Lionel prewar O 916 curved landscaped tunnel, fantastic shape but missing one small insulator above a tunnel
portal, C7+.

876 Lionel prewar standard ga No. 6 thin rim locomotive and tender, All original parts with the exception of one boiler band
and the leading trucks on the locomotive, the tender has rust inside as well as surface oxidation on the trucks. This is the
earliest version with small lettering on the loco and large lettering on the tender, both loco and tender are rubber-stamped
N.Y.C. & H.R.R.R. The tender is missing the periods after the three R’s.

877 Ives and Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars. The Lionel cars were modified with wooden insulators between the
axles that were split to operate on 2 rail track. The Ives cars all have rust and paint loss. The Lionel cars include 11 flat car
and 15 tank car, Ives to include 190 Texas Oil tank car, 192 Santa Fe boxcar, 194 Pennsylvania hopper and 196 flat car.
These are all C4-5.

878 Lionel prewar standard ga No. 6 thick rim locomotive and tender. Loco is rubber stamped N.Y.C. & H.R.R.R. and appears
to be all original parts and is most certainly all original paint. The tender consists of all original parts but is almost entirely
repainted, the only original paint is on the sides around the original rubber stamped N.Y.C & H.R.R. lettering. Notice there
are only two R’s instead of three. Set displays nicely and is C5-6.

879 Ives / Lionel standard gauge transitional 1770 steam locomotive and 1760T tender, all original, C6.
880 Lionel prewar standard gauge Baby State Set set to include 318E center cab loco, 309 Pullman, 310 railway mail and 312
observation cars, C6.

881 Lionel prewar standard gauge 7 brass and nickel locomotive and tender set, circa 1910-12. The red paint is worn or was
removed from the pilot wheels and tender wheels. Loco has a brass boiler and nickel everywhere else, the tender is all
nickel. These are all original and look nice but could use a cleaning, C6.

882 Eight Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars to include 512 gondola with barrels, 513 stock car, 514 boxcar, two 515
tank cars, two 516 hoppers and 517 caboose, generally C6 but a couple might be C5-6 due to rusted trucks and couplers.

883 American Flyer wide gauge Hamiltonian set. Set includes 4678 locomotive, 4340 club, 4341 Pullman and 4342
observation cars, C6. All original set and only missing one grab iron from the Pullman car.

884 Repainted Ives 242 and 243 passenger cars from either the Black Diamond or Prosperity Special sets. these have been
repainted and have replacement and some incorrect parts. The couplers on the Pullman car are American Flyer and the
observation car coupler is a modern replacement. Three of the four truck sets are reproductions. Cars are sold as-is as seen
in the photos with no returns.

885 American Flyer wide gauge 4683 locomotive, has some rust and needs a good thorough cleaning but is all original, C5-6.
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886 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4675 loco/tender combination consisting of a 4692 black die cast 4-4-2 steam loco with
an American Flyer plate under the cab window and a 4671 tender with gray trucks and brass journals, C5-6

887 American Flyer prewar Commander set in original boxes, set consists of of a 4653 0-4-0 locomotive, two 4141 Bunker Hill
Pullman cars and a 4142 Valley Forge observation car, C4 frames due to rust with C5 bodies. The boxes are complete and
three of the four have clear and legible markings.

888 Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger cars to include 31 combo, 32 railway post office, 35 Pullman and 36 observation
cars. All original, sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

889 Restored Lionel prewar standard gauge 1766 Pullman, 1767 baggage and 1768 observation cars. All three have been
restored to appear C8+.

890 Lionel prewar standard gauge 1766, 1767 and 1768 boxes only. Each box has one sealed end and each one is clearly
marked on one end. The 1768 box is missing parts of both outer flaps from the open end.

891 Ives standard gauge 701 passenger set consisting of 3236 locomotive, 184 club, 185 parlor and 186 observation cars. Sold
as is as seen in photos with no returns.

892 Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger set consisting of 38 center cab locomotive, two 35 Pullman and 36 observation
cars. The three cars are embossed with Lionel MFG. Co N.Y. on the bottoms. Loco and cars are C4-5 with issues from
exposure to moisture including rust. Sold as-is as seen in photos with no returns.

893 American Flyer wide gauge passenger set consisting of a 4000 locomotive, 4040 baggage car, 4041 America Pullman car
and 4042 America observation car. Loco and cars are C4-5 with issues from exposure to moisture including rust. Boxes
are complete and in nice shape but a couple have a musty odor. Sold as-is as seen in photos with no returns.

894 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge instruction sheet only for No 986 Lionel Plasticville Farm set, original C9. Lionel 960
original instruction sheet for 960 farm set, C8.

895 Two unrun Lionel Postwar 6519 Allis Chalmers cars with one original box. Cars include both variations and neither has
even so much as a hairline crack on the brake wheel tab, C9+. OB is complete but with brittle joints and may need tape
repairs.

896 Lionel Postwar 6044 dark purple Airex boxcar, C8+.
897 Two each of Lionel Postwar 6660 and 6670 boom crane cars with two 6660 original boxes. All four cars are unrun and C8
-9 but may clean up to be a bit nicer. Both OBs have some storage wear but appear to be complete but may have a missing
inner flap or two.

898 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6401 flat car in separate sale original box, C9. OB is in nice shape with no missing flaps.
899 Lionel prewar O gauge 751E aluminum Union pacific passenger set in original set box with four component boxes. Set
includes 752E power unit, 753 coach and 754 observation cars as well as two 752T vestibules. Trains are C6 and have
very nice and straight belly pans. set box is marked aluminum and has shelf and storage wear but still has a nice label. The
component boxes are marked 752E, 753, 754 and 752T and are all bricks with one open and one sealed end.

900 Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger cars and tender in original boxes. Cars include 263W with a missing
whistle, 2613 Pullman, 2614 baggage and 2615 observation cars, C5-6 tender and C6 cars that may clean to grade higher.
OBs are fairly well worn except for the 2613 which is nearly complete and in nice shape.

901 Lionel Postwar 1946 726 Berkshire with 2426W 12 wheel tender with turned stanchions holding the wire handrail, atomic
motor and smoke bulb. Nice looking all original set, C6-7.

902 Unrun Lionel Postwar O gauge 2350 New Haven EP-5 in original box. Loco is the more unusual version with a painted
nose, C7+. OB is a later display type box with a perfectly intact window, one sealed end and one over stamped end with a
Madison hardware sticker on the back.
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903 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge City of Denver boxes only, three stamped YCH and the power unit box is marked YC, for
yellow and chocolate. Power unit box is complete and sealed on one end, passenger car boxes all have one end with
complete flaps and one end missing all flaps. They display quite nicely with just the ends showing but do have wear on the
sides.

904 Unusual Lionel postwar O gauge 1002 RED gondola for the Lionel dealer display disappearing train layout, great lettering
and numbering, C7+.

905 Tough Lionel postwar O gauge 6670 boom crane car with tougher number to the right instead of the more common number
to the left. C7-8. OB is worn.

906 Nice Lionel postwar O gauge 2368 Baltimore and Ohio F3 AB units, very light run time, C8. Power OB has writing, all
flaps intact, some extra tape, edge wear. C OB has all flaps, original insert and is pretty square but does have some green
paint on one side.

907 Lionel postwar O gauge 746 Norfolk and Western J class steam locomotive with 746WX long stripe tender. Loco has a
few small nicks on the front and the trailing truck has the rivet holding the draw bar on mounted incorrectly- needs reriveted, very nice engine C7+. Tender is original long stripe with good steps, C8. Loco OB is sealed on one end, looks
great with all flaps but does have a quarter size oil spot on one side. 746WX box has all flaps, very nice, minor tearing at
one tuck flap joint. Includes instruction sheet.

908 High grade Lionel postwar O gauge 746LTS master carton only for the 746 Norfolk and Western J. Outstanding very
square OB has all flaps intact, no writing and no tape. Very nice!

909 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar, type I body, blue letters, nice silver, C7-8, OB has all flaps,
damage to one end. 6464-50 MStL boxcar type I body, unrun, great graphics, C8-9, OB worn.

910 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-100 orange Western Pacific boxcar, type IIa body, unrun, very high grade, C9-10. OB is
correct -250 classic type box, all flaps intact but does show some wear.

911 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-125 New York Central Pacemaker boxcar, unrun, type IIa body, heat stamped, C8. 64640
-900 New York Central type IV body boxcar, C8. Includes OB for -125 only that has all flaps and is quite nice.

912 Lionel postwar O gauge very hard to find 6464-300 Rutland boxcar, type IIb BLUE body mold, looks great C8 but does
have what could be a factory touch up line below the 6464-300 on the edge of the green and yellow paint on one side. OB
is worn.

913 Three Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-300 Rutland boxcars, type IIa bodies, rubber stamp 1st panel R variations on all three.
One has some touch up on the roof otherwise nice C7-8.

914 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-325 Baltimore and Ohio Sentinel boxcar, unrun, C8. OB has all flaps, no writing, very light
edge wear but overall a nice box.

915 Lionel postwar O gauge 6464-350 The Katy boxcar, C7+. OB is complete and square, tearing at one flap joint but still a
really nice box.

916 Fantastic group of Marx 10 prewar flat cars with 13 original pressed steel trucks. There are two different olive drab flat
cars, one is a 572, one has an unloading ramp that may be original to the piece but we are uncertain. There are eight 562
flat cars with eleven original pressed steel trucks and one extra truck that has a pressed steel body with a tin lithographed
bed. A great lot ranging from C6 to C8.

917 Lionel Postwar 350 350-50 transfer table and extension in original boxes. The 350 set is nearly complete with a nice box,
all inserts and three parts envelopes but only a few parts in one envelope. The 350-50 box is flattened with rounded end
flaps and a few missing inner flaps. There are also two modern era transfer table extensions included, C7.
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918 Lionel Postwar 2354 New York Central F3 AA set in master carton, C7+. OBs are nice but the T unit box has water
damage on one side. Both inner boxes have inserts and original paper wrap. the master carton is nice and square but has a
small amount of tape residue on it. Also included is a crisp instruction sheet and an inspection slip.

919 Lionel Postwar 6828 Harnischfeger truck crane in original box. Car is C7-8 with low run time, crane is the lemon yellow
version and is complete and undamaged. Crane includes original instruction sheet and original parts envelope. Outer box
is nice but has some inner tape repairs and shelf wear. Crane box is extremely nice with no missing flaps.

920 Lionel Postwar 6414 autoloader with cheapie autos in original picture box. Autoloader looks C7, however, it is missing
part of a coupler. It has low run time and four all original cheapie autos that are C6-7. OB has shelf wear and a couple
inner tape repairs but is complete and square.

921 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2458 2411 2411 in original boxes. Includes two 2411 flat cars, one with original big inch pipe
load, the other with two large logs and a 2458 Pennsylvania boxcar, C7. All three OBs are complete and the two flat car
boxes have original inserts. All three have some graffiti but display nicely.

922 Lionel prewar O gauge Union Pacific brown and yellow passenger outfit no. 758W containing; 752E power unit, 753
coach, 754 observation and two 752T vestibules in individual OBs and set box. All the die casting on the set is solid and
intact. The underbellies are straight and have no warpage. The paint is clean with very strong stamping on loco and cars.
The set is C7-8 except for the vestibules which have minor scratches and are still a solid C7. The individual OBs have all
flaps attached. The set box has some tape repair on the label end only where the corners have split near the top and is
missing one inner flap. The box is square and has nice label intact with some fraying around edges.

923 Lionel Postwar 726 RR Berkshire steam locomotive & 2046W-50 tender in original boxes, C6 set with nice OBs and
inserts.

924 Lionel Postwar 3620 searchlight car, 6511 pipe car, 3361 and 3361x operating lumber cars in original boxes, C7 cars with
nice complete OBs. The 3361 box has an insert and an original instruction sheet.

925 Five Lionel Postwar 6100 series flat cars in original boxes with original loads. Cars include red, maroon, yellow, light and
dark gray along with three plastic pipe loads and two wood log loads. cars are C6-7 but may clean to grade higher. OBs
include two 6111-110, 6121, 6121-60 and 6121-85. Boxes are in nice shape but missing an inner flap or two.

926 Lionel Postwar 2421 Maplewood, 2422 Chatham and 2423 Hillside silver passenger cars with gray roofs with two original
boxes. cars have some run time but are very nice otherwise, C7-8 with great roofs, stripes and lettering. Both boxes are
worn and one is missing and end flap.

927 Three Lionel Postwar 6814 rescue units with two original boxes. Includes one with a black frame C8, and two with gray
frames, C6-7. Both original boxes have shelf wear and one has two missing flaps from one end while the other has a few
inner tape repairs.

928 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2541 Alexander Hamilton observation, 2542 Betsy Ross vista dome, 2543 William Penn and
2544 Molly Pitcher Pullman Congressional passenger cars, C6+.

929 Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger cars to include two 613 Pullman, 614 observation and 615 baggage cars.
these have homemade couplers to keep the cars very close together when running to make it look as if the vestibules are
within stepping distance of one another. They would need all new couplers to be back in original form. The cars
themselves are very nice and clean, in the C6-7 range.

930 Lionel prewar chrome Flying Yankee passenger cars for application with steam locomotive. Cars are all chrome and in
great shape and include 617, 618 and 619 cars with two 616T vestibules, C7.

931 Lionel Postwar 6500 flat car with Beechcraft Bonanza, red over white variation, C6.
932 Lionel Postwar O gauge 345 aquarium car with tank 1 and tank 2 distinctions, C6+.
933 Lionel postwar 2400 Maplewood Pullman, 2402 Chatham Pullman and 2401 Hillside observation, C7+ with low run time.
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934 Lionel Postwar Anniversary Set car boxes only to include 2481 & 2482 Pullman and 2483 observation cars. two boxes are
missing one coupler protection flap and one box is missing one inner flap. All three do have shelf wear and each has
graffiti on one end only.

935 Mint Lionel Postwar O gauge 2344C New York Central B unit in original box with insert and Lionel wrap, C9. Box is a
brick but does have a small ding on one end flap.

936 Lionel Postwar 726 steam locomotive and 2426W tender in original boxes, low run time but both have moisture related
issues that led to mildew or corrosion and the loco is missing one marker light as well as the tab inside the boiler front
door. This is the early version 726 with turned stanchions and atomic motor with smoke bulb. Trains are C6- but could
possibly be cleaned up. 726 OB has water damage but is still a sturdy box with one detached but present inner flap and
one sealed end. The 2426W box is missing all but one flap and will need an insert to make it presentable.

937 Lionel Postwar 6424 automobile flat car equipped with 6805 slots and end nubs, includes cream and mustard autos, C7.
OB is not original to the piece as this car came in a picture box. The OB is complete and very nice and includes the
original sleeve for the autos that is damaged from being opened.

938 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6376 circus car in original box, extremely nice with minor roof rubs on the red paint, C9. OB is a
brick but has graffiti on the top and a partial sticker on one side.

939 Restored Lionel prewar red top aluminum Flying Yankee streamlined passenger set with fluted sides. Cars included are
616 power unit, two 617 coaches and 618 observation car along with three 616T chrome vestibules. Nice looking
restoration job with very straight cars that do have a few small dents.

940 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6176-100 olive drab hopper, C6-7.
941 Lionel Postwar auto loaders to include two 6414 with original autos and one with damaged original sleeves as well as a
6424 with little more than a test run. The 6414 cars are C6-7 with some run time, one has extremely clean autos (yellow
one has a damaged rear bumper) while the second one has dirty autos that may clean up. The 6424 is extremely clean as
well as the white and yellow autos, C8+. OB for the 6424 is a brick.

942 Lionel prewar O gauge 238 Pennsylvania steam locomotive and 2225W tender, extremely nice and clean with very minor
paint wear, C7+.

943 Lionel postwar O gauge 2544W Super Chief set. Set includes 2383 Santa Fe F3 AA units, 2530 baggage car, 2561, 2562
and 2563 Santa Fe aluminum cars. Locos and cars are extremely nice with low run time, C7-8. Both 2383 boxes have one
sealed end and are extremely nice, the passenger car boxes have many tape repairs and are worn with some missing flaps.
Set box is complete with side and edge wear but is sturdy and square.

944 Lionel postwar Pennsylvania aluminum passenger cars from the Congressional passenger set no. 2274W, circa 1956
including; 2543 William Penn Pullman, 2544 Molly Pitcher Pullman, 2542 Betsy Ross vista dome and 2541 Alexander
Hamilton observation all in OBs with original wraps. The cars have been run. The aluminum is bright and shiny but there
are some box rubs on the ends. The OBs are clean and square and have all flaps attached.

945 Lionel prewar Flying Yankee set with extra cars. Power unit has a whistle and has quite a bit of paint wear. The power
unit, observation car and truck frames on the vestibules are all matched with gunmetal paint. The set includes 616, five 617
coaches and 618 observation car along with five 616T vestibules, C6.

946 Lionel prewar O gauge 3854 automatic merchandise car with six baby Ruth cubes, C6-7.
947 Two Lionel Postwar 3424 Wabash operating brakeman cars in an original box. Both have white brakemen with white shoe
on the truck. Original box is worn but complete.

948 Lionel Postwar 6417 Pennsylvania porthole caboose, 6672 Santa Fe reefer and 6511 pipe car in original boxes, C6. All
three OBs look complete but may be missing inner flaps. One box has an outer tape repair.
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949 Extremely nice Lionel Postwar 2625 Madison car in original box with insert, C8+. OB is complete with a few inner tape
repairs but extremely nice overall.

950 Lionel Postwar 6417 NO New York Zone porthole caboose in original box. caboose looks C7+, however, one of the end
railings is broken and has glue residue. OB is nice but missing part of a coupler protection flap and has some inner tape
repairs.

951 Lionel Postwar 2625 Manhattan and 2625 Irvington passenger cars in original boxes. Very nice cars that do have some
minor paint flaking here and there but nothing major. These also have great lettering on both sides, C7. The original boxes
have inserts and are still very presentable from the side but every flap is missing except one end flap which has been
reattached with tape and has “Madison” written on it.

952 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating searchlight cars to include two 3650 cars, one with a dark gray frame and the other with
the usual light gray frame, one is missing a crank for the wire reel, C7. The other car included is a 6520 searchlight car
with a maroon generator, C6.

953 Lionel prewar O 238E Pennsylvania and 265E Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotives with 265W and 265T tenders, all
in gunmetal. The 238E with tender are C5-6 due to paint wear and scratches. The 265E has a chunk missing from the cab
roof as well as rust on the trucks and other exposed parts, C4-5. the 265T tender has holes drilled in the top and it is
equipped with a whistle.

954 Ten unrun Lionel Postwar space and military related cars to include 3519, 6823, 6448, 6470, 6650, 3413, 3619, 3349 and
two 6401 flat cars with Payton tanks. Every load on every car is present and all original with the exception of the two
Payton tanks which are original Payton items, but not what would have been made specifically for Lionel. Cars all range
from C6+ to C8+ with the majority falling somewhere in the middle.

955 Lionel Postwar 3330, 3830 and 6830 operating submarine cars. The 3330 and 3830 are unrun with complete 3830
submarines, C8. The 6830 has been run and has parts missing from the 6830 sub, C6+.

956 Lionel Postwar 6544 missile firing trail car and 44 mobile army missile launcher. 6544 is complete with white console and
looks C8 however, both brake wheel tabs are repaired. 44 is missing a fin on one side and has paint loss from the same
side, C6.

957 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1887 Halloween Set flat car with horses. great looking car with minimal run time. Car looks C8,
however one of the long yellow fence sections is missing all but one tab that secures it to the top of the car.

958 Lionel prewar O gauge 263W and 2263W gunmetal tenders. 263W has nickel trim with a brass plate and the 2263W has
nickel trim with a nickel plate. Both have great castings and are very nice and equipped with box couplers, C6+.

959 Unrun Lionel Postwar 6820 aerial missile transport car with all original helicopter with brown propeller blades, undamaged
harness and two original missiles with the typical cracks. Very nice and clean car, C8.

960 Six Lionel Postwar 8 inch boxcars with three boxes. Cars include 6014 Airex, 6024 Shredded Wheat, two different 6044
Airex cars including blue and aqua and two 6050 cars to include Swift’s Premium and savings teller Christmas club, C6-8.
Only two have been run which are the 6014 and the blue 6044. OBs include 6014-100, 6014-85 and 6050-110 and all have
some wear but still display well.

961 Lionel Postwar 114 newsstand with horn in original box with inserts. The accessory is C8 and looks to be unused but the
Lionel Trains advertisement has a small flake missing. OB is perfect with two mint inserts.

962 Lionel Postwar 6650 missile launching flat car, 3535 security car with searchlight and 6512 cherry picker car in original
boxes. The 6650 is C8 with a test run. The 3535 looks C7, however it is missing the brake wheel and two tabs are broken
on the cab shell so that it will fall off easily if turned over. The 6512 has some run time and looks C7, however, one of the
knuckles for the couplers is missing. All three OBs are complete and presentable, also included are instruction sheets for
the 6650 and 6512.
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963 Lionel Postwar military cars to include 6463 chemical tank car, 6448 & 6470 exploding boxcars, 6844 missile carrying flat
car and two 6175 flat cars with rockets. Cars are all dusty and have run time, C6. OB for 6448 is missing all flaps from
one end and has shelf wear.

964 Tough Marx 3895 Commodore Vanderbilt passenger set in original box. set includes black 0-4-0 Commodore Vanderbilt
with black riveted tender, two 557 Bogota, two 557 Montclair and 558 observation cars. All cars have die cut windows
with strips and are illuminated, to top it off, they all have red lithographed frames. Set is C6-7, box lid has three split
corners and the inserts are all gone.

965 Lionel prewar O gauge 71 accessory set in original box with gray towers and maroon cross arms with clear insulators, C7
with some wear on the bases from having been installed. OB is worn and has water stains / damage.

966 Scarce bronze / copper Lionel prewar 56 lamp post in original box, C7. OB is very nice and square but has a tape repair on
one end.

967 Lionel prewar No. 1 Bild-A-Motor with red base, some minor fatigue on the pulley wheel, C7. OB has very nice label.
968 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 225E 2-6-2 steam locomotive and 2666W tender, three 2640
Pullman and 2641 observation cars in two tone green with yellow trim. An extremely nice and clean set with low run time,
C7.

969 Two mint Lionel prewar 56 lamp posts in original boxes. One is bright green and the second is pea green, C9. OBs are
both complete and very nice.

970 American Flyer 2230 or 4230 Danger signal, extremely difficult to find intact, base appears solid, green top has some
fatigue but is still much, much better than most if you ever see one, C6.

971 Lionel prewar steam passenger set to include 229 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 02666W tender, 2600 Pullman 2601 observation
and 2602 baggage cars, C6+.

972 American Flyer prewar O steam freight set in original boxes to include 425 2-6-4 steam locomotive with 426 tender, 406
log car, 407 sand car, 408 boxcar, 409 dump car and 411 caboose. trains are C7. OBs are actually really nice compared to
most but there are some missing flaps here and there.

973 Rare and unusual partial factory case of Lionel chem-lab thermometers, made by the Ohio Thermometer Company, Inc.
there are approximately 70-80 factory mint thermometers in the box, each individually wrapped with tissue paper. The box
has a few different labels on it , one from the Railway Express Agency and the other from the manufacturer. The recipient
is “The Lionel Corp. Dept. 21st St., 611 S. 21st St., Irvington, N.J.” A great conversation piece.

974 Lionel prewar 910 grove of trees in original box. the base has been modified to fit someone’s layout which led to trees
missing. There are five tress present as well as some small shrubs and a loose “bush” that will need to be reattached. OB
is missing all of the top flaps but it is sturdy otherwise with a perfect label.

975 Lionel prewar 912 illuminated home in original box. Incredible condition, just a little dust on the house. The masonite
base has a perfect label underneath, C8. The original box is missing all of the top flaps but has a perfect label and is very
square and sturdy otherwise.

976 High grade Lionel prewar 927 ornamental flag plot in original box. Plot is extremely clean and flat and has a nice Lionel
label underneath. The flag pole does have some scratches and is missing the finial, C8. OB is complete with original wrap
inside but does have three split corners.

977 Lionel prewar 922 lamp terrace in original box, C7-8, extremely clean but missing the label from the bottom. OB is solid,
square and complete with one sealed end. The 58 lamp included was never installed and is C8 in a brick OB.

978 Lionel prewar 914 park landscape in original box. Plot is very nice but has some dust but should clean up nicely, C6-7.
OB is complete with no split corners or loose flaps.
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979 Lionel prewar 913 illuminated bungalow in original box. Nice plot with complete trees and shrubbery although one row is
a bit twisted. The litho house is very nice and the base a a complete Lionel sticker underneath. OB is square and solid with
a nice label and no missing flaps.

980 Nice Lionel prewar 90 flagstaff & flag in original box, C8 with a few small paint chips on the flag pole. Flag is clean and
free of any damage. OB is nice but is missing both inner flaps from one end and the same end has an inner tape repair.

981 Lionel prewar 89 flag pole in original box, C7+. the flag is all intact but does have a few separations. OB is very nice
clean and square but does have tape repairs on one end.

982 Lionel prewar 442 diner in original box, very nice with several small paint chips or scratches but very appealing to the eye,
C7+. The base has a gorgeous label underneath with red print. OB is a brick and still sealed on one end.

983 Lionel prewar 911 illuminated estate in original box with insert. Plot is very nice with extremely clean foliage all around,
estate is mustard with green trim and red roof and very nice, C7+. OB is clean, square and complete with a very nice label
and includes the original insert.

984 High grade Lionel prewar gray 93 water tank in original box. Painted gray with a red base and a chemically blackened
spout, at a glance appears to be C9 but after close inspection and finding a few small paint chips grades C7-8. OB is
complete, square and sealed on one end with a complete label.

985 Three Lionel prewar separate sale 0209 six barrel sets in three different variation original boxes. two are in the typical box
that most people have seen, one box is uniquely marked No. 0209 O.G. barrel set with a factory sticker on the end of a No.
41 contactor box. All three sets are C9 in nice complete boxes with minor wear.

986 Lionel prewar O gauge 071 telegraph post set in original box. Green posts with maroon cross arms and white insulators.
Posts are C6-7 but may clean to a higher grade. OB is complete with insert although the lid has three split corners, it does
have a complete label.

987 Eight Lionel prewar 64 highway lamp posts in original boxes, C6-7 posts, a few OBs have some minor damage but most
are very nice and a couple have original inserts and paper wrap.

988 Lionel prewar O gauge 118 and 118-L tunnels in original boxes. 118-L Tunnel looks great but has lots of touch up on each
portal. 118-L OB is sealed on one end with a nice label and no missing flaps but does have some graffiti. 118 tunnel has
touch ups on portals and a very large chip missing from the very top. 118 OB has one sealed end but the label end was
opened and has two detached flaps and only about 75% of the label.

989 High grade Lionel prewar 156 station platform with gray posts in original box, C8+ with no damage to any of the finials.
OB was opened from the label end which has a Firestone Tire label over the top of the Lionel label.

990 Lionel prewar 189 villa and 191 illuminated villa, both are C7. The 189 is cream with a green roof and Terra Cotta base
white the 191 is lithographed brick with a dark gray roof and pea green base.

991 Mint Lionel prewar 156 station platform in original box with inserts, C9-10. OB is sealed on the label end and is very nice
and square with original inserts.

992 Eight Lionel prewar 184 bungalows, C6-8. All are complete, two have reddish roofs, one has a dark green roof and the
other five have bluish green roofs.

993 Lionel prewar 12 No. 153-48 14 volt green lamps in master carton. Includes twelve unopened boxes inside, master carton
has one split corner and surface skinning on the lid. Inner boxes are C6-9, master carton is C6.

994 Large grouping of Lionel prewar replacement lamps, smoke pellets and beacon lanterns. Includes many different lamps, a
total of 51 replacement lamps, nine empty smoke pellet bottles, six 394-37 lanterns in OBs and three box inserts for the 394
beacon. Boxes range from C4 to C9.

995 Lionel prewar 12 No. 47-73 12 volt red lamps in master carton. Includes twelve unopened boxes inside, master carton has
minor shelf wear. Inner boxes are C7-9, master carton is C7+.
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996 Nice Lionel prewar 98 coal tipple in a brick original box. Tipple has a C9 roof, C8 body, C7 superstructure and C6-7 base.
Box has one sealed end and a nice complete label on the opened end.

997 Tough Lionel prewar 154 crossing signal with orange base in original box and insert. Signal is C8, OB is missing three of
four inner flaps and some inner tape repairs. Also included are a 154C and original instruction sheet.

998 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 60 telegraph posts in original boxes. The posts are dark gray with red cross arms and clear
insulators, C7. Both OBs are a tough yellow color and are both complete and very nice.

999 Mint Lionel prewar 52 lamp post in original box, no warping or fatigue at all. Post includes paper warning label, 63-11 18
volt frosted lamp in OB and a very nice original box with a sealed label end, C9.

1000 Lionel prewar 116 station in original box with instruction sheet dated 1936. Station is C7 but could look nicer if properly
cleaned. OB is complete but with a detached flap from the label end. The label is complete but box will need to be
repaired, the other end is still factory sealed.

1001 Nice Early Lionel prewar 126 station with red crackle sides and pea green roof and doors in original box, C7. OB is still
sealed on the label end and is complete with no loose flaps.

1002 Lionel prewar 76 warning bell and shack in original box, C7+. OB is sealed on the label end and looks great with no loose
or missing flaps.

1003 Lionel prewar O gauge 57 lamp post with four street names in a very early original box. Street names include Broadway,
42nd Street, Fifth Avenue and 21st Street, lamp is C8+. Box is a brick and as good as you could ever hope to find.

1004 Rare unusual Lionel / American Flyer 077 or 2032 crossing gate in original box. Gate is very nice and has an original
paper label under the base marked Model No. 2032 Patented. the original box is a standard American Flyer prewar two
piece box that is stamped Lionel No. 077 Crossing gate 14(N)229 on one end. Gate is C7 and the box is complete with no
damage.

1005 Lionel prewar O gauge 115 automatic station in original box, extremely nice but there are some small paint dings here and
there, C7-8. OB is sealed on one end but opened on the label end. Box is complete and square with no loose flaps.

1006 Very unusual Lionel / American Flyer 077 or 2032 crossing gate in original box. Gate is very nice and has an original
brass tag on top signifying Lionel 077 for O gauge track, it is also rubber stamped under the base Made For American Flyer
Mfg. Co No. 2032. The original box is an early American Flyer prewar two piece box that is labeled on one end and listed
as No. 2032 O gauge automatic crossing gate. Gate is C7, base is C6 and the box is complete with no damage.

1007 Lionel prewar O gauge 188 coal elevator, car and track set consisting of a 3659 remote control dump car in individual OB,
160 bin that is mottled red, green, blue and black, 97C controller, sealed cellophane bag of No. 206 coal, unused original
wires, instruction sheet and a RCS remote control track all in OB, C8+. Main OB is very nice with no loose or missing
flaps and includes the original insert, the 3659 box is complete but has several inner tape repairs.

1008 American Flyer prewar 2222 crossing gate in OB. Crossing gate has green rectangular base, C8. OB is clean with blue
paper label.

1009 Two variation Lionel prewar O gauge 57 lamps posts in original boxes. First post has 42nd Street and Fifth Avenue
markings, the second post has Broadway and 21st Street markings, C7+. The two OBs are complete and clean but the
older box has some inner tape repairs.

1010 Two Lionel prewar 54 state brown double gooseneck street lamps , C7.
1011 Lionel prewar O gauge 3652 yellow remote control gondola with red rubber stamping, eight wooden barrels, two cardboard
coupler ring protectors, 160 bin and cardboard insert in OB. The car has nickel trim and black journals. Car has been run,
C8-9. The OB is a brick, very clean and bright with all flaps attached.
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1012 Lionel prewar gunmetal 265E Commodore Vanderbilt & 2225W tender in original boxes. The loco is nice and clean with
a great cab casting and looks C7+, however it has some paint wear around the pilot area. The tender is really nice as well,
C7. Loco OB is missing all flaps from one end but has the insert, tender OB is missing the coupler protection flaps but is
still nice.

1013 Lionel prewar O 278E steam passenger set in original set box with inner component boxes. Set includes 264E Commodore
Vanderbilt steam locomotive, 261T tender, two 603 Pullman and 604 observation cars, C7 set except for the locomotive
which has a cracked cab casting nearly all of the way across the front and front to back on the left side ant the roof edge.
set box is missing the two outer flaps but has a great label and is still square. Inner boxes are all nice and complete but no
insert is included for the loco box.

1014 Lionel prewar O gauge silver 93 water tank in original box, tank is silver with red base, C8-9. OB is clean and complete
with graffiti on one end flap.

1015 Eight Lionel Prewar O gauge 308 road sign sets in original boxes. There are several different box variations including
three glossy, two with white lettering and other various box colors. Sets range from C7 to C9+.

1016 Lionel prewar 203 switcher & 2203B slope back tender in original boxes. Loco and tender are C7-. OBs are worn and
loco box has the insert but is missing all of the original end flaps.

1017 Lionel prewar 249E gunmetal steam loco & 265W tender in original boxes, C7-. Loco has bright and shiny nickel trim but
both pieces do have some minor paint loss. OBs have shelf wear and the 265W is missing an inner flap and has
considerable wear. The loco box is much nicer and has an original insert.

1018 Lionel prewar steam passenger set in original boxes. Set includes 229 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 1689W tender, two 1630
Pullman and 1631 observation cars with blue sides and silver roofs and trim. Set is C6+ to c7 but may clean up to be C7-8.
OBs are all complete and nice except for a missing end flap from the 1689W box. The boxes are mostly clean and square
but the loco box has tape repairs all the way around.

1019 Lionel prewar passenger cars, blue with gray roofs and trim in original boxes. cars include two 2630 Pullman and a 2631
observation, C6-7. OBs are square and straight but have some missing inner flaps and inner tape repairs.

1020 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars with box couplers to include 814 boxcar with blue roof, silver frame, 814R reefer, 815
tank car and 817 caboose, C6. All of these cars have nickel trim and nickel journals.

1021 American Flyer prewar O 425 steam locomotive and tender in original boxes, C7-. Loco box is sealed on one end and
clearly stamped on the open end. Tender box is missing all of the flaps from one end and is not marked.

1022 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 811 lumber car, 812 gondola, 814 boxcar and 817 caboose,
C7-8 trains with nickel journals and trim. OBs are generally nice, clean and square but the boxcar box is missing both end
flaps and some inner flaps. The other three boxes may have missing inner flaps and one end flap.

1023 Fantastic Lionel prewar O gauge 071 telegraph post set in original box with insert. Nice solid poles that are green with red
cross arms and white insulators and gold finials, C7-8. OB is very nice and clean with no damage and a very nice insert.

1024 High grade Lionel prewar O gauge 2660 operating work crane in a brick of an original box with original insert. This crane
has a red roof, yellow cab with a mustard yellow base, green boom, black frame and trucks with black journals. Although
there are some very minor paint flakes or scratches, overall this is a very nice example with little more than a test run, C8.

1025 Scarce Lionel prewar O gauge 1135W steam freight set boxed. Set includes 1664 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 2666W tender,
2758 boxcar, 2677 gondola, 2679 boxcar, and 2672 caboose, C7. Also included is a set of 1121 switches in box with
inserts. There is an empty RCS box as well. the set box is in fantastic shape with a very nice legible label. Component
boxes all generally look nice except the loco box which is missing both end flaps. There may be other inner flaps missing
from any of the other boxes.

1026 Fantastic Lionel prewar O gauge 071 telegraph post set in original orange box with insert. Nice solid poles that are green
with red cross arms and white insulators and black finials, C7-9. OB is exceedingly nice.
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1027 American Flyer prewar 4320 tender in original box, C7-8 with low run time but there is wear to the American Flyer decal
on each side. OB is clearly labeled on one end but there are two missing flaps from the opposite end.

1028 Tough Lionel prewar 70 accessory set in original box. Set includes two semaphores, a crossing sign and a gooseneck lamp,
all in the C6-7 range. OB lid has some edge wear but still has a nice looking label on the front with two tape repaired
corners. The box bottom is very nice and clean with a gorgeous insert and all four pins are holding the accessories in place.
The two wooden bulb boxes have their paper labels and have lamps inside, one is unable to be opened for fear of damaging
it.

1029 Lionel prewar 99N block signal in original box. The head does have fatigue issues but overall a very clean accessory, C7.
OB is nice with only one missing inner flap.

1030 Lionel prewar O gauge brown passenger cars with gray inserts and black journals in original boxes including two 2642
Pullman and a 2643 observation, C8-9. The OBs have some inner tape repairs and are missing some inner flaps.

1031 Lionel prewar O gauge gunmetal Flying Yankee passenger set No. 267E in individual OBs with set box containing; 616E
locomotive with cardboard insert, two 617 coach cars, 618 observation, three 616T vestibules, instruction booklet, four
straight and two curved O gauge track sections, No. 88 control switch, power lockon, tube of lubricant and a box full of 12
connecting ties. The chrome is bright and shiny. The loco is C7-8. The cars are C8. The loco OB is sealed on one end. The
car OBs are all extremely nice. The set box has all flaps and nice label intact but is missing the factory tape on the corner
seam.

1032 Lionel prewar standard gauge dual motor 408E mojave electric locomotive, all original including the drive wheels. Loco
looks C7+, however there are two missing grab irons on each side of the door on one side, a few scratches, two loose lower
marker light trim pieces (one on each end) one loose stanchion, otherwise a great locomotive.

1033 Lionel prewar O gauge 263E Blue comet steam locomotive and 263W tender. Gorgeous in terms of a total LACK of paint
wear and looks C8-9, however it was stored in an environment with a heavy smoker and there is a heavy buildup of
nicotine stains on both pieces. The stains are very even and just gives a darker shade to the two tone blue. It would require
some serious patience to clean it off but it would be a stunning example if completely cleaned.

1034 Lionel prewar standard gauge 385E steam locomotive and tender in gunmetal, circa 1936-39. Loco and tender are in
fantastic shape with extremely nice, all original paint and nickel trim. Loco has black spoked drivers and truck with nickel
rims. C8-9.

1035 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars to include 513 boxcar C7+, 515 tank car C7, and 517 caboose C6.
1036 Lionel prewar O gauge 299W City of Denver passenger set in original boxes with set box. Set includes 636W powered
unit with whistle, two 637 coaches and 638 observation car with three vestibules, C6 loco, C6-7 passenger cars and C6
vestibules. OBs are worn and have many loose or missing flaps except for the loco box which is complete and sealed on
one end. Set box is complete and square with a very nice label.

1037 American Flyer lithographed Central Station, exceedingly nice with original window inserts and cloth wiring, C8+.
1038 Incredible Lionel prewar 916 90 degree tunnel in original box. Super colors that jump off of the landscape at you. The
base inside was never cut as often happens with used examples, c8. Original box is complete and nice with some wear but
all flaps are intact with no tape repairs. Original box measures 29 x 25 x 15 inches.

1039 Fantastic Lionel prewar O gauge 269W freight set, circa 1940, in individual boxes with original cardboard inserts and set
box. The set consists of a 225E black steam loco, 2235W tender, 3651 automatic lumber car with five wooden logs, two
2652 gondolas with six wooden barrels each, 2657 caboose, 165 magnetic crane with 165C controller, two 160 unloading
bins, RCS remote control track set and 167 controller. Loco and tender are C6 but are very dusty and may clean up to be
considerably nicer. The four cars are C8 with low run time. The crane has a gray painted superstructure and has paint
wear on the base and is altogether missing the box, C6+. The individual OBs have some flaps attached with some tape
repair and some missing. The loco box is missing all interior flaps. The set box is sealed on the bottom and has a great
label which is fully intact.
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1040 Lionel prewar O gauge 184 bungalow in a very hard to find original two-piece box. Bungalow is painted beige with an
orange roof and gray base, C6+. Box is complete with corners that are partially split and the bottom of the box was blown
out but could be repaired.

1041 American Flyer prewar no. 98 lithographed freight station set with a station marked Flyer City Freight Station no. 95 and a
514 yellow crane cab with green boom attached to the red base. The lithographing and paint on the station is bright and
clean. Station is C8, crane is C7 and the base is C6+. OB is complete but with a very faded but legible label that has No.
612 on the opened end and graffiti on several sides and is stamped twice on one end, Oct 18, 1941.

1042 Lionel prewar O gauge 184 bungalow in a very hard to find 184A original box. Bungalow is painted white with a dark
green roof and gray base, C6-7. OB is complete with some stains but no tape repairs.

1043 Lionel prewar 226E 2-6-4 steam locomotive and 2226W twelve-wheel tender, C6-7. due to some mildew, it may clean up
to a higher grade.

1044 Lionel prewar passenger cars in blue with gray roofs and trim to include two 1630 Pullman and 1631 observation cars with
original boxes. Cars are C6-7, boxes are all worn with only one end flap left.

1045 Lionel prewar O gauge 133 steam freight boxed set to include 262 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 262T tender, 902 gondola, 804
tank car, 807 caboose, 81 rheostat and a loose 68 crossing signal. trains are C7-7+, sign is C6, rheostat is C8. Set box is
very nice and complete with two great labels. Inner OBs are generally nice but a few are missing some flaps. Loco box is
missing an end flap but does have an original insert.

1046 Lionel prewar O gauge 1662 0-6-0 steam switcher and 2203T slope back tender in original boxes, C7-8. OBs are better
than most and have original inserts but the loco box is missing all flaps from one end.

1047 Two sets of Lionel prewar 721 O72 manual switches in original boxes with inserts. One set is missing the lanterns which
are cheap to replace. Both boxes are very nice with two different labels on the sealed ends. The inserts have minor
damage from removing and replacing the switches. They have been used but are clean with nice castings, they have not
been tested, C6+.

1048 Lionel prewar O gauge 924 tunnel in a tough original box. Great tunnel with slight warpage to the base but has bright and
colorful graphics, C7+. Original box is complete and in nice shape with some minor stains.

1049 Fantastic Lionel prewar 130 steel tunnel with houses in original box. Nice tunnel with minor paint loss and maybe some
touch ups on the portals, C6. Original box has all flaps intact but the opened end will likely need some repairs to prevent
the flaps from falling off. The sealed end has a nice legible label.

1050 American Flyer prewar 3/16” 4009 steam passenger set boxed. Set includes 425 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 421 tender, 494
baggage and two 495 coach cars in green. Great looking set, C7+ overall. Set box is a brick with a gorgeous label but does
have graffiti on the top and one side. Inner boxes are typical flyer boxes with some missing flaps and some inner tape
repairs. Loco box is a brick with a perfect label on the sealed end.

1051 Mint Marx Service Station, Western Ranch House & Barn in original boxes. These are all suitable for O gauge layouts.
The house and service station are both in beautiful boxes with all parts still in separate labeled inner bags. The barn is
complete but there are no individual bags inside, C8-9 accessories.

1052 Marx Freight Trucking Terminal in original box with inserts. Includes parts only, no building, all parts shown are in great
shape, C7-9. Box is very nice with minor wear.

1053 Lionel prewar O gauge semi scale freight set with 226E steam loco, 2226W tender, 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 2955 Shell
tank car, 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper car and a 2957 NYC caboose. Trains are solid C7+. Boxes for 226, 2956, 2954
and 2957- all have some flaps missing and wear, all have an insert.

1054 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge orange 2814 boxcar, rubber stamp variation, very slight discoloration spots on roof
otherwise very nice C7-8.
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1055 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam loco with hard to find gray coal pile 2226W tender. Engine is fantastic C8+. Tender
looks nice C7 area but does have a few scratches on sides. Tender is rubber stamp variation with a gray frame. Tender and
engine paint color match exactly. Great looking set.

1056 Lionel prewar O gauge 263E steam loco with 263W tender. C6-7. OB for loco has insert and is nice with all flaps.
Tender box is a 263T, all flaps and also quite nice.

1057 Lionel prewar O gauge 255E steam loco with 263W tender. Both are nicer C7-8. The loco has a repro steam chest but an
original gray one is included. The boxes are both nice with all flaps

1058 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 225E with very hard to find 2235W gray coal pile die cast tender. Both are nice C7-8.
Loco box has both flaps missing, does have both inserts. The real key to this lot besides the tender is the basically
impossible 2235W box that is stamped GMO for gun metal. Box has all flaps and inserts but does show some wear, not
bad at all but not a perfect box either.

1059 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam loco in gray with 263W tender. Loco is quite nice looking C7 with a very not
noticeable slight paint flaw on boiler right in front of cab. Tender is C6+. Includes a very nice original engine box with
all flaps but no insert. Tender box is also nice with all flaps.

1060 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 2814R white rubber stamp refrigerator car, black journals and Tuscan roof. Very nice C7
-8. The rubber band is on the car to hold the doors closed so they do not open and chip the paint. OB is nice, all end and
tuck flaps, missing an inner coupler protection flap.

1061 Lionel prewar O gauge 814R refrigerator car, white body with blue roof and silver frame. C7-8. The rubber band is on the
car to hold the doors closed so they do not open and chip the paint. OB is really nice but is missing one tuck flap.

1062 Wow, Lionel prewar O gauge 755W boxed Hiawatha set. The set contains 250E steam loco, 250W tender, 782, 783 and
784 passenger cars. This set is by far one of the nicest original Hiawatha sets that I have ever seen. The set is not
absolutely perfect, I would not trust it if it was! But it is insanely nice with all good and original castings, original loco
wheels turn freely and great lettering on cars. A few very minor chips here and there, C8. The set box has all flaps, some
writing on top, nice label, some edge wear. The inner boxes are all bricks with all flaps intact. Includes the box with
lockon, lube and ties as well as a boxed No. 66 controller. Nice set!

1063 Unusual Lionel prewar O gauge 813 Tuscan stock car, cars looks great C8 on one side, a couple of light rubs on two edges
of the other side, C7. Great piece! OB is good on one end, no flaps on the other end.

1064 Very unusual Lionel prewar GREEN 636W Union Pacific City of Denver three car set. This set is by far better than you
usually see it but it does still have a fair amount of scratches so C6+.

1065 Rare Lionel prewar 818 accessory assortment containing the only known picture type insert. The cars include 812 mojave
gondola, 816 red hopper, 814 boxcar and 817 peacock caboose. Trains are brass trim with nickel journals, C7-8. The
outer box is really high grade with a nice label. The insert has great color, a couple of tears between the cars, it is
complete.

1066 Lionel prewar standard gauge 214R refrigerator car, brass plates with nickel journals, all original C7. OB is nice and has
all flaps, missing factory tape on the corner of the box.

1067 Lionel prewar standard gauge 213 stock car, brass trim with nickel journals, extremely nice C8-9. OB is nice and has all
flaps, missing factory tape on the corner of the box.

1068 Lionel prewar standard gauge 216 hopper, brass plates with nickel journals, very nice C7-8. OB is nice and has all flaps,
light edge wear.

1069 Lionel prewar standard gauge 215 green tank car, brass trim with nickel journals, very high grade all original C9. OB is
nice but missing one inner flap.
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1070 Lionel modern standard gauge 13008 New York Central Commodore Vanderbilt passenger set in original boxes with
Styrofoam inserts and outer shipping carton. Set is C7-8 due to a few very small and light scratches and scuffs on the car
roofs. Trains have some display dust and run time. Original box has a two inch dent on one side and some corner and edge
wear.

1071 Lionel prewar standard gauge 218 mojave dump car, brass trim with nickel journals, high grade C7-8 but is missing the
larger gear on the dump mechanism. Nice OB has all flaps intact.

1072 MTH modern Tinplate Standard Gauge Stephen Girard 9E electric locomotive and four car passenger set in OBs. Cars
include 424 Liberty Bell, 426 Coral Isle observation, 425 Stephen Girard, and 427 Philadelphia. Also included is 10-1066
-0 9E electric locomotive in C7+ condition due to a scuff / blemish on the lower edge of the 9E brass plate on one side.
Cars are C8. condition. All have shelf dust. Boxes included have some corner and edge wear.

1073 Lionel prewar standard gauge 211 flat car and 217 caboose. Flat has nickel journals and stakes with brass brake wheels.
Caboose has brass plates and nickel journals. C7+. Both boxes are quite nice with all flaps intact.

1074 Lionel Classics modern tinplate Blue Comet set in original boxes. Includes 13103 1-400-E Blue Comet steam loco and
tender with 13409 1420 Faye passenger, 13410 1421 Westphal passenger , and 13411 1422 Tempel observation. Trains are
C8 with run time and display dust which will clean. Car boxes have mild wear, loco box is has more wear than the car
boxes.

1075 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam locomotive with 2263W tank tender. Loco has a very slight ding in the cab roof,
missing jewels in the marker lights but looks nice, C6. Tender looks C7 but one edge on the roof of the tank has a rub
down it.

1076 Lionel modern standard gauge Prewar Celebration Series 101 Summer trolley and 101 trail car. Catalog number is 13113.
Set is C8 with light run time.

1077 MTH Tinplate Traditions modern O gauge 10-1030-0 Hiawatha streamlined passenger set in original box. Set is the
traditional version and is in C8 condition with light run time. Set box has split glue seams and master carton has light
moisture damage from storage. Set box was stored in a separate dry location.

1078 MTH / Lionel Corporation Standard Gauge 11-2009-1 Zinc Chromate Big Brute loco with Protosound 2.0. Loco also has
DCS control. This locomotive is HUGE, and will operate on Std. gauge O-72 curves. Loco is graded C7-8 due to some
light fingerprints starting to show on the finish and some run time. A locomotive of AWESOME proportions.

1079 MTH Tinplate Traditions modern standard gauge 10-1273-1 318E state brown electric locomotive in original box.
Locomotive features Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. Locomotive is C8 with run time. Locomotive box has mild wear.

1080 Lionel modern standard gauge tinplate Milwaukee Road Hiawatha set including 13004 steam locomotive and 13006 four
car passenger set all in original boxes. Trains are lower C8 with moderate run time and dust from display.

1081 Modern era Lionel Classics standard gauge 13100 1-390-E locomotive and tender in original box. Locomotive is C7 with
small paint chips around two hand rail mounts and a paint chip at the rear cab corner. Some dust from display. Box has
minor tape repairs.

1082 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate two tone brown state set in original boxes. Includes 13107 1-408E electric
locomotive in OB. 13420 three car passenger set and 13423 add on Colorado coach. Trains are in C7-8 condition. Two
small paint chips noted on car roofs and dust from display. All have run time. Boxes have mild corner wear.

1083 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge red passenger cars; 13400 baggage no. 323, 13401 Pullman no. 324 and a 13402
observation no. 325 all in OBs. Cars are C8 with run time and some display dust.
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1084 MTH modern standard gauge 392E steam locomotive and 392 T tender with boxes. Early version with Lionel Lines
markings and emblems. Lower C8 condition with small paint chip on the pilot. Locomotive has some display dust.

1085 MTH Tinplate Traditions modern O gauge 10-3011-1 Hiawatha streamlined freight set in original box. Set is the
contemporary version with Protosound 2.0 and DCS control. Set is in C8 condition with light run time and some display
dust.

1086 Lionel modern / prewar O gauge 51009 Prewar Celebration Series No. 269E set in OB. Trains are C8 with run time and
some display dust.

1087 Lionel prewar 163 freight station set in original box, C7-8. OB is an earlier version and is complete with some tape repairs.
1088 Lionel prewar O gauge 436 power station with cream walls, red and white window and door trim with a mustard roof and a
green base in original box. Station looks C8+ at a glance but there are some very small nicks and scratches here and there.
The base is C7, walls are C7+ and the roof is C6 due to scratches that are on the top of the roof and a few on the top edge
where the majority of the attention is not drawn to. The OB is sealed on the label end which is extremely clean and nearly
complete except for a tiny little piece missing. The opened end is missing one inner flap.

1089 Lionel prewar 163 freight station set in original box, C6-7. OB is complete with no tape repairs but does have some surface
wear.

1090 Lionel prewar O gauge 436 power station with Terra Cotta walls, green and orange window trim, dark green and red door
trim with a mustard roof and a dark gray base in original box. Station looks C8+ at a glance but there are some very small
nicks and scratches here and there. The base is C7+, walls are C8 and the roof is C6+ due to scratches and minor surface
rust that are on the top of the roof and a few on the top edge where the majority of the attention is not drawn to. The OB is
sealed on the label end which has a nice complete label. The opened end has some no missing flaps or tape repairs, one
side does have some graffiti on it.

1091 Lionel prewar 163 freight station set in original box, C6. OB is complete with no tape repairs and is very nice with minor
surface wear.

1092 Lionel prewar O gauge 436 power station with Terra Cotta walls, green and cream window trim, pea green and red door
trim with a mustard roof and a dark gray base in original box with insert. Station is a gorgeous C8-9 with only a scratch on
one side of a wall near the roof. The OB is sealed on the label end which has a nice complete label. The opened end has
some no missing flaps or tape repairs, one side does have some graffiti on it.

1093 Lionel prewar 96 remote manual coal elevator with hand operated conveyor in original box with original instruction sheet
and 206 bag of coal. Accessory is C7, OB is complete with no tape repairs but has graffiti on one top flap.

1094 Lionel prewar 119 tunnel in original box. Tunnel is very bright but the paint is flaking badly on one side with a larger spot
already with no paint. The flaking is mainly down near the base on one side, the other side is beautiful but does have some
small chips. One side looks C8+, the other side looks C6 but only due to paint loss. The early OB is complete with no tape
repairs and a complete label with some surface wear.

1095 Lionel prewar O gauge 435 power station with mustard walls, dark and light green window trim, dark green and maroon
door trim with a Terra Cotta roof and a dark gray base in original box. Station walls are C8, base is C6-7 and the roof is
C9. The OB is sealed on the label end which has a nice label. The opened end has some no missing flaps or tape repairs
and is very clean overall.

1096 Lionel prewar O gauge 2820 searchlight car w/ gray painted housings, C7-, one of the glass lenses is damaged. The car is
equipped with high box couplers.

1097 Lionel prewar O gauge 435 power station with cream walls, red and white window and door trim with a mustard roof and a
green base in original box with insert. The station is a solid C7 overall. The OB is sealed on the label end which has a
very nice label. The opened end has some no missing flaps or tape repairs and is very clean overall.
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1098 Lionel prewar O gauge 87 crossing signal in original box with paper wrap and original instruction sheet. Signal is C7 but
extremely bright. OB is missing one inner flap and has two inner tape repairs. The paper wrap is somewhat brittle and the
instruction sheet is worn.

1099 Lionel prewar O gauge 127 station with mustard walls, maroon roof, gray base and a lithographed wood grain door in
original box. Station is C6-7, OB is complete with one sealed end, a nearly complete label that is nice and bright and
graffiti on three sides.

1100 American Flyer prewar O gauge 307 steam passenger set in original set box with component boxes. Set includes 423 2-4-4
steam locomotive, 421 tender, three 404 B Pullman and 405 B observation cars as well as a 577 whistle billboard with
control and a No. 7 transformer. Trains are C7-8 but the loco does have some fatigue on the wheels. The billboard is C6+
and the transformer is C6. The set box is very nice with a nice label and two 307 stamps on the same end, bottom is sealed
and the flaps on top do not sag but do have graffiti on them. The inner boxes range from nice to worn and have some tape
repairs and missing flaps.

1101 Three Lionel prewar O 270 single span bridges in original boxes. There are two with nickel trim plates and one with a
yellow decal, C7-8. The oldest box is not marked 270 but is in great shape with one sealed end. The other two include one
that is complete and one with all of the flaps from one end missing.

1102 American Flyer prewar wide gauge 4266 Allegheny papier-mache tunnel which measures 19 inches in length in OB. The
tunnel has an original American Flyer label on the inside and a metal tag on one end. The colors are bright and vibrant,
tunnel is C8. The OB is complete with all flaps and was opened from the bottom and the top is still sealed. The bottom
flaps all have tape repairs to keep them attached and the box also has some water stains.

1103 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set in incorrect 236 original box. Trains include two 252 center cab electric locomotives,
three 529 Pullman cars and a 630 observation car in pea green with orange trim, C6. Original box has split corners and
edge wear on the lid and very old tape repairs.

1104 Lionel prewar O gauge 58 gooseneck lamp post in tough original box. Lamp post is maroon and C7+ in a very hard to find
early box with all flaps but several held on with inner tape repairs, includes original brown paper wrap.

1105 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 2620 floodlight car, 2651 lumber car, 2654 tank car, 2655
boxcar and 2657 caboose, C7-8. OBs are generally square and straight but there are three missing end flaps and there may
be some missing inner flaps.

1106 Mint Lionel prewar O gauge 256 station platform in original box with insert and original inspection slip, C9. OB is sealed
on the label end but is somewhat faded.

1107 Lionel prewar 045 gateman in original box with a solid gray post and die cast crossing sign as well as the original track
section with paper instructions and insulating pins, C6-7 but may clean up to be a bit nicer. OB is complete with insert and
a great label.

1108 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars with two original boxes. Trains include 511 lumber car, 512 gondola with
twelve original wooden two-piece barrels, 514 boxcar and 517 caboose. These all have nickel trim and plates, C6 to C6+.
OBs included are 511 which is missing all of the original end flaps and a 517 with two original flaps left and some tape
repairs.

1109 Lionel prewar standard gauge 347 Mojave passenger set boxed. Trains include No. 8 box cab electric locomotive, 337
Pullman and 338 observation cars with maroon trim, C7. Inner boxes have very old masking tape on them and the set box
has two split corners and some very old masking tape across the label.

1110 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set no. 141W, circa 1939-1940 including; 224E black 2-6-2 steam loco, 2224W tender, 2652
burnt orange gondola, 2654 orange Shell tank, 2757 maroon caboose with red window inserts, RCS track set, UTC lockon,
connecting ties and 167 whistle controller, most in individual OBs and set box. The tender and cars have black journals.
The caboose and gondola are C6. The rest of the set is C7+. The loco and tender boxes have original cardboard inserts.
There is no box for the gondola, the other OBs are clean and have most of the flaps attached with some tape repair. The set
box is sealed on the bottom but not the ends and is clean. The label is missing the set information in the middle.
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1111 American Flyer prewar O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 3210 tank car, 3211 caboose, 3025 work crane and
3219 dump car, C6-7. The tank car does have a heavy dent in one end of the tank but looks great from the sides. OBs are
all complete and legibly numbered but do have some graffiti.

1112 Lionel prewar O 266 olive green passenger set in set box. Trains include 254 center cab electric loco, two 610 Pullman and
a 612 observation car with red trim. The color of the set is much darker than normal but it is all original, C7+. Set box is
fantastic with two extremely nice labels.

1113 Lionel prewar 296 with the set box. 253 loco with two 607 Pullman and 608 observation cars. Trains are nice C7 to C7+.
Car boxes have most end flaps, 296 box is extremely nice with two complete labels. Set also includes an 068 crossing sign
and boxed 88 rheostat.

1114 American Flyer prewar steam freight set with set box and inner component boxes. Set includes 425 loco with tender, C6-7,
and four red passenger cars of which are three 404 Pullmans and a 405 observation, C6. Set box is in nice shape with no
missing flaps but the label is half missing and there is no number legible on the side. Inner boxes are worn with many
missing flaps.

1115 Minty Lionel Postwar O 1045 operating watchman and 151 semaphore in early three city original boxes. The accessories
are C7-8. 1045 OB is a brick and includes a nice original 1948 instruction sheet, 151 box is missing one inner flap but has
an original insert as well.

1116 Lionel prewar O gauge 60 telegraph post in original box. Very nice C8 post, gray with maroon cross arm and clear
insulators and a brick OB with no tape repairs or missing flaps.

1117 Lionel prewar O semi scale 2956 Baltimore and Ohio hopper, C7.
1118 Seven Lionel prewar O gauge 58 lamp posts in original boxes. There are three peacock and four yellow posts in C6 to C7
condition. The original boxes included range from extremely nice to slightly worn with damaged end flaps.

1119 Lionel prewar 71 telegraph set in original box. Set includes six No. 60 gray telegraph posts with maroon cross arms and
clear insulators, c6-7. OB is worn with a split corner on the base and three missing sides from the lid as well as having
water stains but the label is complete and nice. The insert is very nice and clean and there are still four brass pins with
which to attach the posts to the insert.

1120 Lionel prewar O steam freight set in original boxes to include 224 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2226W tender, 2620 floodlight
car, 2656 cattle car, 3652x operating gondola with barrels and 160 bin, and 2757 caboose. trains are C6-7. OBs are mostly
nice but do have missing flaps inside and out. There is no box for the 2226W but the insert is included.

1121 Seven American Flyer prewar model 3233 double lamp posts, C7-9.
1122 Lionel prewar O gauge 115 station in original box, C6-7. OB is nice and square with one sealed end. The end that is
opened is missing both inner flaps.

1123 751E aluminum set box only with original instruction sheet. Box looks great from the label end but has a split corner
where the factory seam is but the bottom is still sealed. It also has a 1 1/2 x 2 inch chunk of cardboard missing from that
same corner and STREAMLINER written on that same side. The instruction sheet is dated 1934 and in nice shape with
one tape repair.

1124 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 3811 lumber cars in three original boxes with inserts and an extra insert. cars are C7-8 but
include no 160 bins and only five logs between all four cars. One box is in nice shape but the other two have tape repairs
and a couple missing inner flaps.

1125 Lionel prewar O gauge 2226EW master carton only, complete with no missing flaps and a complete label. Both ends have
been opened and there is some very old dried up tape on one end.

1126 Lionel prewar semi scale 232 switcher and 2232B slope back tender, C7+.
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1127 Lionel prewar O gauge 97 coal loader in original box with controller, tower and conveyor enclosures are painted gray, C8
+. Controller is in great shape and has good wire that has likely been recently replaced. OB has one insert inside and a
nice label on the sealed end, no loose or missing flaps and no tape repairs.

1128 Lionel prewar O gauge semi-scale 228 switcher and 2228B tender, C7 switcher, C8+ tender.
1129 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set 145W to include 224E black 2-6-2 steam locomotive, 2224W tender, 3651
operating lumber car with wood load and 160 bin, 3652 operating yellow gondola with wooden barrels, 3659 automatic
dump car with 160 bin, 2660 crane car with cream cab, red roof and green boom, 2657 red caboose with cream inserts, two
RCS tracks and five instruction sheets. The cars have black and nickel journals. Trains are C6+ to C7, set box is nice with a
perfect label, inner boxes are worn with many missing flaps and only includes boxes for 224E, 2224W, 2660, 3652 and
2657.

1130 1963-64 Lionel Postwar factory master carton of catalogs. The box was original filled with 200 catalogs but it appears that
around 15 are missing. The catalogs that are left are C9-10, OB has some wear and graffiti.

1131 30, give or take a few, mint American Flyer 1956 consumer catalogs, all C8-10, clean and glossy.
1132 Factory master carton of 1956 Lionel consumer catalogs, uncertain as the the exact number but the box and catalogs weighs
just over 27 lbs. These are all mint or close to it and were specifically distributed through Krug’s Lumber Yard in
Berwick, PA according to the separate paper coupons that are inside each catalog.

1133 Lionel prewar 752 City of Portland set in original boxes to include 752W power unit, two 753 coaches and a 754
observation car with an extra 754 box and a 752T vestibule box. The 752W and both 753’s are c7+ while the 754 is c6 but
may be able to be polished to look as nice as the other three. All of the OBs are clearly marked but the tape does not match
on them all.

1134 Lionel prewar O 298W steam passenger set boxed. Set includes 238E steam locomotive and 265W tender in gunmetal,
two 600 Pullman, 601 observation and 602 baggage cars in two tone red, 66 whistle controller and a box of connecting ties.
Loco and tender are C7-8, cars are C7-8 and complete with nickel trim and journals. Set box is nice and complete with a
complete label with some discoloration. Inner boxes are all very nice but may have a missing flap or two.

1135 Lionel prewar 136 Lionelville station in original box, C8 walls and roof, C7 base. OB is clean, complete and sealed on the
label end.

1136 Lionel prewar O gauge yellow and chocolate 636 City of Denver set in original boxes. Set include 636W power unit with
whistle and a nice straight belly pan, three 637 coaches and 638 observation cars with four vestibules. The cars are C7, the
vestibules are C6 and the boxes are all worn with five missing end flaps from the car boxes but a decent power unit box
that is sealed on one end.

1137 Lionel prewar 263E 263W Blue Comet high grade original boxes only. Both boxes are sealed on the bottom and have
perfect stamping on one end and no graffiti.

1138 Lionel prewar O gauge 820 floodlight car with nickel trim and journals in original box with insert. The car has little to no
run time, C8-9, OB has some shelf wear but has all flaps intact with no tape repairs and a crisp original insert.

1139 Mint Marx 0430 O gauge plastic railroad accessory set in original box with die cut insert, C9-10. Box is absolutely
beautiful with no damage at all.

1140 Lionel Prewar 097 accessory set in original box. Set includes six 096 telegraph posts in pea green with red cross arms and
white insulators, C6+ to C7, and one 068 warning signal, C6. OB is complete with no split corners but does have surface
wear.

1141 Lionel prewar O gauge 127 station with white walls, red roof and mustard base with apple green and cream window and
door trim in original box. Station is C8, OB is sealed on the label end with a beautiful complete label but is missing the
tape along the factory seam.
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1142 Lionel prewar O gauge 47 crossing gate in original box with insert, instruction sheet and two boxed 47-73 red lamps.
Crossing is bright and clean but has paint wear in the middle of the roadway, C7. OB is complete with tape repairs on one
end. Insert is very nice and the small lamp boxes are complete with minor wear.

1143 Lionel postwar SP-12 dealer display complete box of twelve bottles of smoke pellets. Most of the bottles are full but some
are half full or less. The display carton is complete and is in great shape with the original insert.

1144 Lionel prewar 442 illuminated diner in a brick original box. Diner is C7+ but may clean up to be a bit nicer, one of the
window strips is loose on one end. The OB is sealed on the label end and it has a perfect complete label.

1145 Lionel prewar O gauge trestle bridges in original boxes to include two 315 illuminated and one 316 bridge. The two 315s
are complete and painted silver with paint wear on the roadway and have loose red lenses, C6-7. The 316 is painted gray
and C7. There are two 315 and two 316 original boxes, all four are complete and in nice shape with some graffiti on one or
two of the boxes.

1146 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam freight set, boxed. Set box had the number cut off of the label and includes cars of no
known catalogued set. The set includes 2020 steam turbine locomotive, 2466WX tender, 2458 boxcar, green 3459 dump
car, 2452X Pennsylvania gondola, 2465 Sunoco tank car and 2419 D. L. & W. work caboose. Trains are C6-7 with he
exception of the loco and tender which have some kind of mildew on them which has caused them to have a whitish film
on the outside. Set box is missing one inner flap but looks nice otherwise. Inner boxes all have inserts where applicable
but there is one missing end flap and possibly several missing inner flaps.

1147 Four Lionel prewar standard gauge 516 coal train hoppers, C6. Two have brass trim and brass journals and two have brass
trim with nickel journals.

1148 Unrun Lionel prewar O gauge 810 derrick car in original box with insert. The boom does have a number of small paint
chips on the left side and the roof of the cab has box rubs on the sides but this is a gorgeous and bright piece overall, C8.
OB is complete with several tape repaired flaps and some graffiti on one side as well as a mint original insert.

1149 Madison Hardware Lionel trains sales and service light fixture. All plastic enclosure produced by Magic Master. Includes
original hardware for hanging on a wall. The fixture is 26” long, 14” tall and 5 1/4” deep and is in great shape. This may
have been an outdoor light fixture as it has small weep holes in the bottom to release any condensation that may have
formed inside.

1150 Marx train set in an incorrect original box numbered 5942. The set includes a black and copper electric 396 steam
locomotive with all copper New York Central tender and nine freight cars with red litho frames as seen in the photos, C6-7.

1151 Marx partial freight train set in OB with red litho frames, set box number 3999 no S at the end. The set includes a
Commodore Vanderbilt steam locomotive with New York Central tender, 552, 553, 554, 555 and 556 freight cars but is
missing a work crane. There are no other parts included in the set although much more came with it originally. Trains are
C6-7, OB has many inserts and original cardboard sleeves for most of the cars but has tape repairs on all for corners of the
lid.

1152 Marx large, two tier box train set, possibly numbered 3968. The set only includes a mechanical Commodore Vanderbilt
with New York Central tender, electric tin steam locomotive with Canadian Pacific tender, two 552, 553, two 556 59 stock
car with slotted doors, New York Central crane and Pennsylvania hopper. Also included are transformer and 90 degree
crossing. Everything is C6-7, OB is really nice with some inserts but unsure what would have been on the top level.

1153 Mint unassembled Lionel paper train in original box with instructions. The box does have some wear but no split corners
or any tape repairs. The inside is as perfect as it can get, C9-10.

1154 Lionel prewar O gauge 115 station cream & red, C7.
1155 Lionel prewar O gauge 123 tunnel in original box. Tunnel looks C8, however the base has been cut to allow for placement
over the top of track on a layout and the very top of the mountain has fallen but this is an extremely clean tunnel with
bright colorful features. OB is complete with no tape repairs but does have some graffiti.
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1156 Lionel prewar O gauge blue streak set in original boxes to include 265E steam locomotive, 265WX tender, two 617
coaches, 618 observation car and 619 Pullman - baggage car. Loco and tender are C6-7, the rest of the cars are C7. OBs
may have loose or missing flaps and some inner tape repairs.

1157 Lionel prewar O gauge electric passenger set boxed. Olive green set includes 254 center cab electric loco, two 610
Pullman and 612 observation cars, C6. Set box is complete with some edge wear and a partially split corner. Inner OBs
include only the passenger car boxes which are worn with missing flaps and damage.

1158 Lionel prewar O gauge 437 signal switch tower, has a nice paper label on the bottom that is also the instruction sheet, C6.
1159 Lionel prewar O gauge 265TW master carton with tender and whistle. Tender is C6 and sounds as if the whistle will need
to be secured inside the body. There is an inner box for the whistle controller but no inner box for the tender. The master
carton has a great label and no missing flaps but does have some surface wear.

1160 Restored Lionel prewar standard gauge two tone blue passenger cars to include two 309 Pullman, 310 railway mail and 312
observation cars. Restored to look C8-9. Includes an original 312 OB that is complete with some tape repairs.

1161 Lionel prewar O gauge blue streak passenger cars with two original boxes. Cars to include 617 coach, 618 observation,
619 Pullman / baggage, four vestibules and an original cab casting. C6-7 cars with attached vestibules, C6- loose
vestibules and cab. OBs include 617 and 618 and have wear, tape repairs and some missing flaps.

1162 Lionel prewar O gauge 123 tunnel in original box. Tunnel looks C7-8 but it has slightly collapsed and was repaired inside
with brown tape. The colors are very bright and the landscaping is all intact. OB has damage to the top flaps and is getting
brittle but has a complete and bright label.

1163 Six boxed Hardy plastic wagons and play sets to include separate stage coach, hay wagon, stake wagon and covered
wagons as well as Hardy farm and Hardy County fair play sets, all with boxes. Toys are C7 to C9. Original boxes all have
some wear, fading and loose or missing flaps.

1164 Lionel Postwar HO scale items in original boxes to include 0602LT 0-6-0 steam switcher with Pennsylvania slope back
tender, 0366 milk car (missing milk cans), 0300 log unloading car and 0319 operating helicopter car (damaged helicopter).
Cars are C6-8, OBs are all complete with the exception of one missing inner flap from the 0602LTS, the same rings true
for the inserts as well.

1165 Gorgeous Lionel prewar O gauge 813 cream and maroon cattle car in original box, C9. OB is missing three inner flaps and
has shelf wear.

1166 Lionel prewar O gauge 814 boxcar with brown roof and nickel trim in original box, C9. OB is missing both coupler
protection flaps and is faded with some shelf wear.

1167 Lionel prewar O gauge 814 boxcar with brown roof and nickel trim in original box, car looks C9 but has a scratch across
the roof that does NOT go all the way to bare metal. OB is missing a coupler protection flap, has a loose inner flap and is
faded with some shelf wear and a puncture.

1168 Lionel prewar O gauge 815 Shell oil car in original box. Car is C7+ but may clean up to be considerably nicer. OB is
missing one coupler protection flap and has a long crease along one side.

1169 Trico composition railroad figures in display box. Includes seven figures, two of which are very similar to those in the
Lionel 550 set. These are all in C8-9 condition and the original display box is very nice as well.

1170 Nice group of O scale England lead figures and accessories to include mainly farm workers and animals but also includes a
hobo, blacksmith and two people resting on a bench, C7-8.

1171 Lionel prewar O gauge Blue Comet passenger cars to include 613 Pullman, 614 observation and 615 baggage, C6-7, the
name plates have rubs that removed much of the stamping on the sides of the 613 and 614.
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1172 Two Star Hobby and one Rail Chief billboards in original boxes. The Star hobby billboards include one HO dealer display
billboard in original dealer display sleeve and the other is a Sinclair O gauge example. The Rail Chief products billboard is
for O scale and has a WWII Baltimore and Ohio advertisement. All three are C9-10 with nice OBs.

1173 Lionel prewar 1835W tender in gunmetal with nickel journals, C6.
1174 Lionel prewar O gauge 186 accessory set with five 184 bungalows in original box. The bungalows include two C6 and
three C7 pieces. OB is complete with some inner tape repairs but has a nice complete label.

1175 Lionel prewar O gauge Sunoco 815 oil car in original box, C7 due to dulled silver. OB is missing all flaps from one end
but still displays nicely.

1176 Lionel prewar O gauge 127 station in original box, station looks C7+ from the front, however, one end has a lot of paint
flaking as seen in photos. OB is a brick with one sealed end and a perfect label but does have a puncture on the back side.

1177 Lionel prewar O gauge 816 hopper in original box with nickel trim, C7-8. OB is very nice but missing one coupler
protection flap.

1178 Lionel Prewar 814R white refrigerator car with blue roof and nickel trim in a rough original box. Car is C7+, OB is
missing all but two flaps but has nice sides to make a repaired box.

1179 Tough Lionel Postwar O gauge dealer box of 100 track clips. Includes a large bag full of minty clips. OB is complete with
some shelf wear but no repairs.

1180 Lionel prewar 90 flag staff with grass plot in original box with paper wrap, C9. OB is nice but missing one inner flap.
1181 Three Lionel prewar O gauge 3814 merchandise cars and a 2817 caboose, C6-7.
1182 Lionel prewar O gauge 071 accessory set with six 060 telegraph posts with extension arms in original box with a beautiful
insert. The posts are orange with maroon cross arms and white insulators and are C8-9. The box itself has many tape
repairs and the lid is faded but does have a nearly complete label.

1183 Lionel Prewar 814R white refrigerator car with blue roof and nickel trim, C6+.
1184 Two Lionel prewar 59 olive lamp posts in original boxes, C8-9. OBs both have wear and tape repairs and one is missing
and end and inner flap.

1185 Large Marx O gauge boxed freight set in modular setup. The set consists of 897 steam locomotive, New York Central
tender, electrically powered, 552 gondola, 553 tank car, 554 hopper, 555 / 46010 boxcar, 556 caboose, two bumpers, two
track switches, transformer and many pieces of track that are mounted on wooden road beds and numbered for assembly,
C6-7 trains. Set box has inserts and some car sleeves but the lid is heavily taped and the set number is long gone from the
end which was cut out on both ends and one side and used as a tunnel.

1186 MTH modern standard gauge Tinplate Traditions 500 series freight cars in original boxes. Includes 10-1090 ivory and
peacock reefer, 10-1100 hopper with red and nickel trim, 10-1102 orange tank car, and 10-1086 cream boxcar with brass
trim. Cars are C8 with some display dust. Original boxes have mild wear.

1187 MTH Tinplate Traditions modern standard gauge freight cars in original boxes. Four cars include 10-1087 500
green and orange cattle car, 10-1118 511 flat car, 10-1116 520 black and green searchlight car, and 10-1120
black and light green 512 gondola. Cars are C8 with some display dust. Original boxes have mild wear.

1188 Marx 4600? O gauge freight set in original box. Set includes Canadian Pacific steam locomotive, electrically powered, 552
gondola, 553 tank car, 554 hopper, 555 / 90171 Bessemer boxcar, two 555 Colorado & Southern boxcars, 548 gondola, 556
caboose, track and one switch.

1189 Lionel prewar 2623 Manhattan heavyweight Madison Pullman car, C6-7.
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1190 Two Lionel prewar 2623 Manhattan Pullman cars. Both have very nice looking bodies with great lettering, one has some
scratches on the roof. These look C7, however, one is missing all four steps from the vestibules and the other is missing
both steps from one end and one wheel set.

1191 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive with 2226W tender, 2815 Shell & 2815 Sunoco tank cars and a 2817
caboose. The locomotive and tender have been heavily altered with the addition of a front coupler to the locomotive and a
wire connection between the two. The tender has one damaged front step but the pair actually still looks very nice, it is a
shame the modification was done because the shell is absolutely beautiful on the loco. The three freight cars are C6. Sold
as is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1192 Lionel prewar standard gauge 104 center span bridge in original box with added approaches. The bridge span is C6 and
includes all four wooden finials. The two approaches are C6+ but one has some crinkled metal. OB is very early and
brittle but complete with no tape repairs and a decent label that does have a chunk missing.

1193 Lionel prewar 113 station with cream walls, pea green window and roof trim with a Mojave base, C6+ but may clean up to
be much nicer. OB is complete and sealed on the label end but has a bit of the label missing.

1194 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 435 power stations with cream walls, Terra Cotta roofs, gray bases and pea green and orange
window trim. Both have maroon doors but they have green and dark green door frames, C6 and C7.

1195 Lionel prewar O gauge 280X bridge span in unusual orange label box, C7 span with a nice complete box with a very nice
label.

1196 High grade Lionel prewar O gauge 270 single span bridge in original box, C8+ with a few minor paint chips. OB is
complete with minor wear to one end flap.

1197 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 127 stations, C5-6.
1198 1935 Mickey Mouse Magazine Vol. 1 # 1 in fantastic condition. the magazine is complete with bright colorful pages
inside. The dot-to-dot has been nicely penciled together and the crossword was done in pencil as well. The cover does
have a crease with color break along the right hand side as well as some stress lines along the spine but incredible color
overall. I am grading this based off of knowledge of comic books with a conservative grade based off of Overstreet
standards at VG+ / 4.5 with off white inner pages. A scarce book with a super Lionel Trains advertisement inside the back
cover.

1199 Lionel prewar O gauge 1100 Mickey and Minnie, much more unusual variation with maroon base, much nicer than most,
nice original C7+. OB is complete, includes insert. No track. Wind up key included.

1200 Lionel prewar O gauge 1100 Mickey Mouse hand car, orange base variation, strong C7+, one wheel has some casting
issues, Mickey’s shoulder has small piece missing. OB is nice, 6 written on top, no insert or track. Includes key.

1201 Lionel prewar O gauge 1100 Mickey Mouse hand car, green base variation, nicer C7 but legs are broken and one leg is
missing.

OB is complete, split corners, but no insert or track. Includes key.

1202 Lionel prewar O gauge 1103 Peter Rabbit ChickMobile, very nice C7-8, includes track and key. OB is very nice, no insert.
1203 Lionel prewar O gauge 1105 Santa and Mickey Mouse hand car, very nice C8. OB is also extremely nice with insert and
key, no track.

1204 Lionel prewar O gauge 1107 Donald Duck handcar, quite nice C7+. OB is also very nice with track, insert and key.
1205 Rare Lionel prewar O gauge 111 Lionel Lamp Renewals, includes most of the bulbs in top condition, seven bulbs are
missing. Outer box is high grade also.

1206 Rare Lionel prewar O gauge set 6521E. Includes Lionel 265E locomotive, 265TX, 617, 618 and 619 streamlined cars.
This set is the solid blue or sometimes called China Blue set. The cars are perfect but are by far the best set of them I have
ever seen, solid C6+. The tender looks the same but has a couple of really small holes on the underside of the frame. The
engine is C7 with a replacement cab roof. The set box has a good label but worn and missing a couple of flaps.
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1207 High grade Lionel Craft prewar 43 pleasure boat with stand, looks c8+ but is missing the flag and steering wheel but does
have two original keys included. The stand is extremely clean and has hardly any wear at all, C8.

1208 Very neat Lionel prewar three piece 921 scenic park set that consists of 920 with the 921C center section. High grade
original park set has all matching 184 bungalows, 189 and 191 villas. A couple of the roofs are C6, rest of the park set is
very nice C7+. Hard to find all matching and original. Upgrade a couple of the bungalows and this will be amazing, we
did not upgrade them to keep the integrity of being completely original. One of the 920 sections has an original Lionel
brass tag on the front of it.

1209 Lionel prewar O gauge 763E steam Hudson with 2263W tank tender in gray. Loco is outstanding C8. Tender is C7.
Tender box is nice with all flaps and insert. Loco box looks nice, sealed on one end, two replaced flaps on the other end.
Loco instruction sheet is included, does have some wear. Also includes the correct inspection card.

1210 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 2624 Manhattan passenger car, all original with correct and unbroken original steps. Great
lettering. Body and frame are C8, a few light surface rust spots on trucks. The OB is stunning original with all flaps,
extremely square, sealed on one end and correctly marked 2624M.

1211 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 2655 boxcars, C6+ to C7+ but three of them may clean up to be a little nicer.
1212 Nice display case with several boxed Lionel smalls to include six 671-75 lamps, 0209, 164-64, 362-78, seven No. 36, two
210 lamps, three 3356-100, 3462-70, six bottles of smoke pellets, eight sealed packets, 206 coal bag, four 260 black plastic
bumpers, several small records, t-rail track wrench, 3-D poster with glasses and an uncut paper accessory sheet. Each box
has not been inspected and some may be empty, accessory boxes range from C5 to C8. The case is really nice but has no
key to go with it and measures 18 x 13 x 8”.

1213 Minty Ives standard gauge 334 automatic crossing gate in original box. Fantastic piece in every respect with a few minor
box rubs, minor paint chips and a small repair on the end post base, C7+. OB is a two piece version with a label printed on
one end as well as the inside on the same end. The short lid has all four corners split.

1214 Tough Lionel Postwar separate sale 40-25 cable reel in sealed envelope. Packet has some small stains and the reel is
presumed to be mint inside.

1215 Lionel prewar standard gauge 339 Macy Special Pullman car in original box. Car is all original and C6-7 with peacock
blue sides and roof with orange trim and nickel journals. OB is extremely nice with unusual advertising tape for general
grocery products on top of the original Lionel tape. The bottom is sealed and the box is clearly marked with some storage
wear but nice and clean overall.

1216 Unusual American Flyer prewar separate sale 4100 remote control switch in original box. The casting is suffering from
some fatigue and the insulation has crumbled from the wires leaving them bare for the most part. The neat part is the
separate sale box for the switch control which is very nice and complete. It looks like it had a price sticker on it a long time
ago that was removed.

1217 Scarce Lionel prewar mint boxed 159 block control contact set with four black wire coils, instruction sheet, unopened
packet with two fibre pins for O27 and O gauge track as well as factory wrapped 153 contactor and UTC lockon in very
brittle early Lionel wrap. OB does have some tape repairs but is complete and solid.

1218 Lionel prewar O gauge 550 figure set in original box with the woman in a green coat, figures are all C6 to C7+. OB is very
nice and clean with a perfect insert.

1219 Nice Lionel prewar O gauge 226E steam locomotive and 2226W tender in original boxes with inserts. Loco and tender are
C7+ with no issues at all. Loco OB is missing both end flaps and has duct tape repairs. Tender OB has duct tape on one
end that would probably come off with some diligent effort. The box is complete and very solid otherwise.

1220 Lionel prewar O gauge 550 figure set in original box with the woman in a beige / brown coat, figures are all C6 to C7+.
OB is very nice and clean with a perfect insert.
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1221 Tough Lionel prewar O gauge 2229EW master carton with a 229 original locomotive box with inserts, there is no box for a
tender. MC is extremely clean with one sealed end and the opened end still has a nice and almost complete label that is
bright and clearly marked. The very tough 229 loco box is complete, solid and square with no tape repairs and includes
upper and lower insert as well as one cardboard ring.

1222 Lionel prewar O gauge 550 figure set in original box with the woman in a maroon / black coat, figures are all C6 to C6+.
OB is very nice and clean with a perfect insert.

1223 Scarce Ives SG 334 automatic crossing gate in original box. This version has a maroon house with a black crossing arm,
C7+ with very few small paint chips and box rubs. OB is a plain card stock box with partial built in inserts and some inner
damage but no markings at all.

1224 Lionel prewar O gauge 438 signal tower in original box, C6-7 with some minor paint chips on the roof but quite a few on
the base. OB is sealed on one end but still has a very nice label on the opened end and is overall very nice.

1225 `Restored Lionel prewar O gauge 763E original 2226W tender and green passenger train to include two 2615 baggage, two
2613 Pullman and 2614 observation cars. Loco is restored to look C6-7, tender is C7+ and all original, passenger cars are
all C6.

1226 Huge group of boxed Lionel prewar and postwar smalls in original boxes to include connecting ties, two 65 and one each
of 66, 67, 166 and 167 whistle controllers, two LTC, 95, 13 No 88 controllers, six 3927-50 tubes of cylinders, three 153C,
three 26 and seven lamps. These range from C7-9 and most of the boxes are very nice but not perfect. Only a few items
were inspected.

1227 Ives O gauge 3252 center cab electric, 70 baggage and 71 chair cars, very nice and clean, C6+.
1228 Lionel prewar O gauge 156 gray post platform in original box. This has a Fleer Dubble Bubble sign which I have not seen
very many of in comparison to the quantities of the other signs, fence looks great with no damage, C8. OB is sealed on the
label end and is very nice with no missing flaps.

1229 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include green 2651 lumber car, black 2653 hopper, apple green
2653 hopper, 2654 Shell tank car and 2657 caboose, all with nickel trim and black journals, C7. OBs are all worn with
many missing flaps.

1230 Lionel prewar semi scale 227 switcher and 2203B Pennsylvania tender. Loco has a very slight ding on the right rear cab
roof and is missing both horizontal grab irons from the front of the boiler with one broken stanchion. Tender is missing the
link part of the coupler and has a bent railing. Set is C6-7.

1231 Huge lot of Lionel prewar O gauge T Rail track and switches to include two left hand and one right hand 731 switches, two
with damaged motor covers, one nice pair of die cast switch controllers, 29 curves and 42 straight sections with some other
small pieces that were left over from custom cut pieces. All of the aforementioned track are full factory sections, no cut
pieces included in the count. The track ranges from clean to rusted and dusty.

1232 Four Lionel prewar O gauge 127 stations in original boxes. Includes three different variations, they range from C6 to C7-.
OBs range from nice to worn with heavy wear and missing flaps.

1233 Two Lionel prewar O gauge 127 stations in original boxes, C7 and C8 respectively, one has painted chimneys while the
other has litho chimneys. OBs have one sealed end but one is missing all of the flaps from the opened end. Both have
decent labels.

1234 American Flyer prewar O locomotives & freight cars in original boxes to include 545 4-4-2 steam locomotive with
decaying wheels and a slightly bent cab roof, 3322 and 3307 steamers, one with a corner chip missing from the cab roof
and the other with minor paint wear. There are two tenders among the three locomotives, one with a die cast body and the
other with a pressed steel frame with link couplers. Rolling stock includes 3208 boxcar and 3216 lumber car. OBs are all
really nice except the 3307 which is badly damaged.
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1235 Lionel prewar standard gauge peacock blue passenger set in original boxes to include 10E 0-4-0 center cab electric loco,
332 baggage, 339 Pullman and 341 observation cars. trains are C7 to C7+. OBs are very nice and clean although not all
matching tape and the loco box has some graffiti.

1236 Lionel prewar O 238E 4-4-2 steam locomotive with 265W tender in gunmetal followed by red passenger cars to include
600 Pullman, 601 observation and 602 baggage cars, all in original boxes. trains are C67 with nickel trim and journals.
OBs range from nice to worn with missing flaps.

1237 Lionel prewar O gauge 123 tunnel in original box with insert, C7+. OB is extremely nice with a perfect insert.
1238 Lionel prewar O transition two tone red passenger cars in original boxes to include two 1685 Pullman and 1687
observation cars. Cars are C6+ but very bright and clean and complete with no missing parts, OBs are very nice and square
but the 1687 has a replacement bottom and tape holding the modern cardboard onto the original sides.

1239 Tough Lionel prewar 846W set box with inner boxes to include 225E locomotive, 2235W tender and two 2623-I boxes as
well as an instruction booklet and instruction sheet for a transformer. The set box is missing one inner flap and has some
water stains and graffiti as well as a small amount of the label missing but a perfectly legible set information area. The
225E box is missing half of the flaps and the half that are here have damage. the box sleeve is skinned on one side but the
inserts are inside. The 2235W box is very nice and complete with insert, and the two 2623-Irvington boxes are sealed on
one end with great flaps on the opened ends.

1240 Fantastic Lionel prewar semi scale 227 switcher & 2227B tender with a beautiful original box for the tender. Switcher is
C7, Pennsylvania tender is C7+, OB is extremely nice with one sealed end and on missing flaps.

1241 Lionel prewar O 267W Flying Yankee set boxed. Set includes 616 gray powered unit, three 617 coaches and 618
observation car as well as three vestibules with gray truck frames, C7-8. OBs are in nice shape but may have several
missing inner flaps. Set also includes a boxed 66 whistle controller, tube of lubricant, track power lockon and instruction
booklet. Set box has one loose inner flap and edge wear to the top flaps and a nice label that isn’t complete but is very
clean and legible.

1242 Lionel 763E Hudson with restored 263W tender. Gunmetal 763E with one broken window strut and one set of trailing
truck wheels suffering from fatigue. Tender is completely restored in a dark olive / gray with nickel trim and a brass plate.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1243 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge locomotives and B units Lot includes a maroon top Lackawanna FM with screw cracks
on both ends,m a missing screw for the battery door and minor corrosion inside the battery box but not on the frame; two
New York Central powered A units one 2333 and one 2354 as well as two Santa Fe 2343C B units. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1244 Lionel prewar O gauge Flying Yankee set, black top powered unit with chrome truck frames on all three vestibules. set
includes 616, two 617 coaches and 618 observation cars with fluted bodies as well as three 616T vestibules. Set looks C-8
but has been polished to look that way. The black top of the power unit does have some paint chips.

1245 Lionel prewar O gauge red top aluminum Flying Yankee in original boxes. Set includes 616 powered unit, 617 coach and
618 observation cars, C6. OBs are worn but still square.

1246 Lionel prewar O gauge freight cars in original boxes to include 2755 gray Sunoco tank car, 2812 gondola with eight twopiece wooden barrels, 3859 remote control dump car with 160 bin & instruction sheet and 2817 caboose. Cars are C7-8,
OBs are fairly nice but are missing a few flaps although one is missing all of its flaps.

1247 High grade Lionel prewar O gauge 181 set box only. Both labels are very clean and 99.9% intact.
1248 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1415WS steam freight set, boxed. Set includes 2020 steam turbine locomotive, 2020W tender,
2465 tank car, 3454 Pennsylvania operating merchandise car, 3459 aluminum automatic dumping ore car and 2472
caboose along with a 1019 remote control track set and a set of 022 switches. trains are C6-7, OBs are fairly nice but one
is missing the end flap and the loco box is altogether missing. Set box is very nice and square but the label was torn right
down the middle and removed the set information.
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1249 Lionel prewar O gauge 659, 2659 and four 809 dump cars, C6 to C6+.
1250 Lionel prewar standard gauge passenger set to include 380 center cab electric loco, two 319 Pullman, 320 railway mail and
322 observation cars, C6.

1251 Partial Lionel prewar O gauge 239E freight set boxed. Set is complete minus loco and tender. Includes 812 gondola with
barrels, 813 stock car, 814 boxcar, 815 tank car, and 817 caboose as well as 068 warning signal and 81 rheostat. trains and
accessories are C7+, OBs are nice but have a few tape repairs and a few missing or torn inner flaps. Set box has water
stains and graffiti but is complete.

1252 Lionel prewar O gauge steam freight set in original boxes to include 224 2-6-2 steam locomotive with 2224W & 2235W
tenders (2235W has one broken front step), two 2652 gondolas, 3651 remote lumber car and 2657 caboose. trains are
extremely clean and nice in the C7+ to C8+ range. OBs are decent but have wear and some missing flaps.

1253 Lionel prewar standard gauge two tone green passenger cars to include 424 Liberty Bell, 425 Stephen Girard and 426 Coral
Isle in original boxes. Cars are C6 and darkened from cigarette smoke. The cars are complete and all original and may
clean up to look much nicer. OBs are all correctly marked and in great shape with one sealed end each but the 425 box is
missing the two outer flaps from the opened end.

1254 Two Lionel prewar std ga 94 high tension line standards in original boxes. Both will need a good cleaning but are all
original with nice insulators, C6. Both OBs are sealed on the stamped end and are extremely nice.

1255 Group of Lionel prewar O gauge 060 telegraph posts, mostly complete, two are missing insulators, one is missing the cross
arm, C6.

1256 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock in generally C6 to C7 condition and would all clean up nicely. Lot includes
6037, 6457, 6457, 6557, 6460, 2460, 6017, 6414, 6012, 6058, 6465,6465, 2465, 6800, 3419, 6424, 6424, 6424, 3830, 6362,
6362, 3562-25, 3456 and 6512. One piece is damaged, the 6557 smoke caboose has a broken step but is otherwise a nice
looking car and includes a tape repaired original box.

1257 Group of Lionel prewar standard gauge 85 telegraph posts with track clips. This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1258 American Flyer prewar O gauge Pocahontas set to include 3116 0-4-0 center cab electric loco, two 3171 Pullman and 3172
observation cars, C6 bodies with rust on some of the wheels and all of the couplers

1259 Restored Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set to include 260E 2-4-2 steam locomotive and 260T tender with green frames,
600 Pullman, 601 observation and 602 baggage cars. Restored to look C8.

1260 Dorfan O gauge passenger car set to include 493 baggage, 493 Seattle Pullman, 494 observation and 496 Boston Pullman
cars. Great looking bodies with roofs that are missing a lot of paint, C6 overall.

1261 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 394 and 494 beacons with one original box. Includes two red and two silver 494’s as
well as two red and three silver 394’s. Towers are in nice shape with little paint wear and should clean up nicely, C7. OB
is very nice and included box for the lantern.

1262 Repainted Lionel prewar 42 0-4-4-0 center cab electric locomotive with cast iron wheels and pilots. Looks to be missing a
light on one end and steps from one side but may be missing more than just those parts. Sold as-is as seen in photos with
no returns.

1263 Lionel Postwar O gauge 30, 38 and 138 water towers with four original boxes and two inserts. Includes four #30, two #38
and one #138 towers with various base colors, C6-7. OBs are complete but one has loose flaps and the others have shelf
wear.

1264 Lionel Postwar O gauge 30 water tower with a black die cast superstructure in original box with inserts, C7. OB is
complete with creases on one side.
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1265 Seven Lionel Postwar O gauge 395 floodlight towers to include a light green example in C8, two aluminum in C7+ as well
as two aluminum, one red and one yellow examples in C6.

1266 Modern standard gauge track from MTH. Fifty 14.25 inch straight sections, used but clean C8. Also includes ten lighted
lockons.

1267 Modern standard gauge track from MTH. Fifty 14.25 inch straight sections, used but clean C8. Also includes seven lighted
lockons.

1268 Modern standard gauge track from MTH. Includes twelve 4.25 inch straight sections, sixteen curved sections, a few half
straights and seven lighted lockons. All used but clean C8.

1269 Lionel modern standard gauge #840 power station in OB. Catalog number is 14163. Features operating smoke stacks.
Building is C8 with layout use and some dust. Box has some moderate wear.

1270 Lionel modern O / Standard Gauge 32904 Hellgate bridge in OB. Bridge is C7-8 with one notable scuff on the green
structure on one side.

1271 Lionel Classics standard gauge 13800 Lionel City passenger station 1115 in OB. C7-8 with a few paint nicks on the base.
Box has moderate damage to one end.

1272 Lionel Classics modern standard gauge tinplate Christmas boxcars in original boxes. Three cars include 13601 1989, 13602
1990, and 13604 1991 still factory wrapped. Cars are C9 to C10. Boxes have light wear.

1273 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge small boxed accessories to include two printing kits, 153c, 943, two 362-78, 0209,
two 37, six LTC lockons, 3656-9, 3356-100, 88, 3424-100, many small boxed lamps of varying size, voltage and color as
well as several loose items as seen in the photos.

1274 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1666 steam locomotive, 2466T tender, 2400 Maplewood (crack in roof), 2401 Hillside and 2402
Chatham passenger cars with three original boxes. The two passenger car boxes are missing all end flaps but have their
inserts, the locomotive box isn’t missing any flaps but has no insert. Trains are C6-7 unless otherwise noted.

1275 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories with three original boxes. Accessories include two 193 water towers, one with a black
superstructure, two 195 floodlights, 199 microwave tower and two 192 control towers. One of the 192 control towers has
damaged railings and the other has a broken anemometer but a nice complete example should be able to be pieced together
from the two. The rest of the accessories are C6+ to C7+. All three OBs are worn.

1276 Nice group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include two 252, two 262, two 89, two 253, six 71, two 35 , 64, 151
and a small handful of contactors. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in
the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1277 Large grouping of Lionel Postwar O gauge passenger cars to include two 2412, two 2414, 2416, 2421 Maplewood, 2423
Hillside, three 2432 Clifton, 2442 Clifton, 2446 Summit and 2423 Hillside with custom painted red stripe. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1278 Lionel prewar O gauge steam passenger set to include 262 2-4-2 steam locomotive, 262T tender, two 607 Pullman and 608
observation cars. trains are in nice shape but have a heavy film of cigarette smoke on them, they should clean up to C6+.

1279 Lionel prewar O gauge two tone orange passenger cars to include five 603 Pullman 603 and one 604 observation. Cars are
C6.
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1280 Large group of small Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories and empty accessory boxes. Boxed accessories include three 37,
four 0209, 206, three 36, 81, 92, sixteen 153C, 145C, 167, 356-35 and 3656-9. Loose accessories include twelve 90, six
88, four 364C, 154C, 41, three cable reels, logs and other small items. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1281 Four Paya reissue tin toys in original boxes with certificates. Toys include 612 row boat, 698 automobile, 914 race car and
841 vintage auto. The 698 is damaged and does not work, the other three are C8-9.

1282 Super nice group of Lionel prewar OO scale, three rail track with switches. The lot includes fifteen sections of 0061 curve,
twelve sections of 0062 straight, one 0064 curve with terminals and a pair of 0072 remote switches with unwarped and
clear plastic bottoms. This was well cared for track although there are a few pieces with chipped road bed sides, I didn’t
see any broken tabs. Track was free of any rust and only had minor oxidation on a few of the pieces to where the track
isn’t shiny anymore. Overall a great group of C6-7 track.

1283 Lionel Postwar O gauge 19203X promotional set in original box. Set includes die cast 243 steam locomotive, 1130T
tender, 6630 missile launching flat car with missile, 6343 barrel ramp car, 6062 gondola with three orange cable reels, 3362
helium tank unloading car, 6057 caboose, track, transformer, camtrol, smoke fluid, instruction sheets, wires, cut billboards
and original box. Trains are C6-8 with the majority of the rolling stock having never been run.

1284 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include two boxed 397 operating coal loaders, 497 coaling station, 98 coal house,
47 crossing gate and a 3656 corral with figures and ramp. Also includes original boxes for both 397s with one insert. This
is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically
vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned.

1285 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include two 118 news stand with horn, two 156 station platforms, 1045 flagman,
140 banjo signal and other accessories as seen in the photos. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1286 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 310 billboard sets and 410 billboard blinkers in original boxes. There are eight boxed
billboard sets with a few billboards and four 410 blinkers with two boxes. This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1287 Huge group of Lionel Postwar O gauge bumpers including 18 260 and 10 26 bumpers with 14 OBs for the 260 and two
OBs for the 26. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1288 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include two variations of the 97 coal loader, one with silver and one with gray
superstructures and a 313 Bascule bridge. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1289 Lionel Postwar O gauge 145 automatic gateman and 445 operating switch tower in original boxes. Both accessories are C8
+, the 445 has instructions and a contactor included, the 145 OB has an original insert. Both OBs are bricks.

1290 Lionel Postwar O gauge 145 automatic gateman, 415 diesel fueling station and 462 derrick platform set in original boxes.
All three accessories are in the C6-7 range but may clean up to be a little nicer. Three handles on one and one handle on
the second radioactive waste containers are damaged. All three OBs are complete with shelf and storage wear.

1291 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1615 and 1665 0-4-0 steam switchers and 6403B tender with a 1656 original box. The switchers
are C6, tender is C7+ and the OB is missing one inner flap and one end flap but does have an insert and a sheet of Lionel
wrap.
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1292 Six Lionel Postwar O gauge 2-4-2 die cast steam locomotives with tenders to include 241, 1110, 1110, 6110, 6110 and
1655 locos with 671W, three 6466WX and two Scout tenders. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1293 Lionel prewar standard gauge freight cars. Lot includes 212 maroon gondola with six wooden barrels, 213 stock car with
terra cotta sides & pea green roof and a 219 derrick crane with peacock sides and a dark green roof. All have brass trim
and are all original, C6.

1294 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW 275 Watt transformers, both are very clean with good cords, one is an original Lionel
cord, the other has been replaced, C7.

1295 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2328 Burlington GP-7 in original box, C7+. Original box has one sealed end but has missing flaps
from the opened end.

1296 Nice group of boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 4 140 banjo signals, 153 and 253 block signals, three
71 lamp posts, 155 signal, 252 gate, 148 signal, 943 ammunition dump, 3424-100 telltale set, two 308 sign sets and a 450
signal bridge. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1297 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2551 Banff Park observation and 2552 Skyline 500 vista dome Canadian Pacific passenger cars,
C6.

1298 Lionel Postwar O 2530, 2531, 2532 and 2533 extruded aluminum passenger cars, matched set with all but one car having
plates with colons. The 2532 Silver Range has lower name plates with no colons. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns.

1299 Lionel prewar standard gauge 115 and 122 stations with a steel tunnel. Sold as is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1300 Three Lionel prewar 205 freight containers, one is complete while two are missing the lower hinge for the door to pivot on.
They do look C6 but are sold as-is as seen in the photos.

1301 American Flyer prewar O Burlington Zephyr passenger set to include a powered unit with a door on each side, combo car,
two coaches and an observation car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1302 Lionel prewar std ga 441 track scales weighing station, no weights are included but the cast arm inside is in nice shape with
no fatigue, C6.

1303 American Flyer prewar O Burlington Zephyr passenger set to include a powered unit, combo car, coach car and an
observation car. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1304 Two American Flyer prewar streamlined passenger cars, sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.
1305 Lionel Postwar O gauge extruded aluminum passenger cars to include two 2530 baggage, two 2531 observation, one 2532
vista dome and three 2533 Pullman. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1306 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge boxed and loose accessories to include 1122, 1019, UCS, two 123 (incomplete), 3366
corral, three 156 platforms, five 3927-50 tubes of wiping cylinders and a built Lionel paper train in original box along with
a few other odds and ends. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1307 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge large accessories to include one 342, 345 and 346 culvert pipe loading and unloading
stations, two 352 ice depot sets, 464 lumber mill and an original box for a 352 icing station. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1308 Rare Lionel Postwar O factory error 6014 Frisco boxcar that was factory heat stamped on one side only, C6-7 with light
run time but could possibly clean to C8.
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1309 Early Lionel Postwar 397 coal loader w/ yellow generator in original box. Generator is original but has a small nub broken
off the top of a cylinder and the tray is a replacement that is molded red and not painted but the base is correct and in nice
shape. Accessory looks c7 but has a cracked tray. OB is complete with some wear and an original instruction sheet.

1310 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6806 flat car with unusual Pyro Mobile USO Canteen load that was never original to ANY Lionel
piece but is very hard to find nonetheless. Flat car is C6- with a broken load rack, load is C8.

1311 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge boxed accessories to include 161, 353, 464, 317, 5160 and 362. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1312 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating helicopter cars with one 3419 original perforated box. Cars include 3409, 3410 and
3419. cars are C6 but may clean to a higher grade, all three helicopters are original but very dirty. OB is clean and
complete with an intact perf window.

1313 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars with a 6151 original box. Cars include light yellow 6151 with range patrol truck, two
6100 series flat cars painted orange with two different Pyro Ranch vehicles that were never sold with any Lionel piece but
are nonetheless hard to find. Also included are two 6404 flat cars. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1314 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars with loads to include two 6827 power shovel cars and two 6828 truck crane cars with
three original boxes. The flat cars are nice but the loads have been built and may be missing a few or many pieces. The
6828 box with separate 6828-100 box are in great shape. The inner box looks like it has most of the rest of the crane parts
but they were not inspected for damage or completeness. There are two light yellow and two dark yellow pieces, all with
lettering on the back sides. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot
so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1315 Lionel Postwar O gauge semi scale cars to include 2954 Pennsylvania boxcar, 3954 Pennsylvania automatic merchandise
car with four black and six red baby Ruth crates and a 717K caboose with postwar trucks. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1316 NICE Lionel Postwar 6803, 6804, 6806, 6807, 6808 and 6809 flat cars with original Pyro loads. Flats are all very clean
and C7-8, loads are very nice as well, in the C7-9 range.

1317 Lionel Postwar O gauge Allis Chalmers scraper and dozer cars with one rough 6817 original box. Includes two 6817 flat
cars, both with broken scrapers, one with missing pieces as well as a6816 flat car with a damaged bulldozer with missing
struts. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1318 Five Lionel Postwar O gauge Alco diesel units including Union Pacific 2023 yellow / gray and 2023 Union Pacific silver /
gray units as well as a stripped silver powered unit. The 2023 yellow dummy has a cracked shell. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1319 Large group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 8 inch boxcars, several of them have unrun chassis’ and all fall into the C6+ to C7
range. The group includes 6050 Swift, 6024 Whirlpool, 6014 Baby Ruth, 6014 Chun King, 6014 Bosco (white), two 6014
Frisco (both are white, one with coin slot), 6014 Frisco (orange with blue lettering), 6044 Airex with teal body, 6050
Libby’s and 638-2361 Van Camp’s.

1320 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6805 AEC disposal car with complete original box, 6413 aqua Mercury capsule car, two 6401 flat
cars (one with incorrect Payton tank, 448 firing range, a few plastic army men and the insert and small pieces to the 6814
rescue unit. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1321 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating boxcars to include two 3619 helicopter reconnaissance cars with one original red and
one reproduction yellow helicopters and two variations of the 3665 Minuteman missile firing boxcar, light and dark blue
roofs, both with original missiles. Includes a nice complete 3665 original box.

1322 Six boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 352 ice depot, 497 coaling station, 443 missile platform with
exploding ammo dump, 760 tubular track set, 350 transfer table and 1122 switches. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1323 Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 6630 missile firing flat car, 3540 radar scanning scope car, 3545 TV car,
3509 & 3510 uncataloged manual satellite launching cars. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1324 Three hard to find Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars to include a green 3376 giraffe car with broken catwalk ends, 3848
-25 Santa Fe boxcar with black lettering (the car was spray painted red and subsequently cleaned off many years later) and
a 3562-25 operating barrel car with red lettering that had a chunk broken from one side that was glued back in place.
Includes an OB for the 3652 car that is worn with water stains. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1325 Lionel Postwar factory error 645 Union Pacific switcher that is lettered on one side only. Looks C6+, however, there is a
large chunk missing under the screw in the front.

1326 Four boxed Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 193 water tower with black structure, two 356 freight stations
(one with a light green roof that is cracked) and a 465 dispatching station. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1327 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar. Clean C7+ however a light one inch scratch at one end of the
roof. Nice catwalk and bright graphics.

1328 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-325 Baltimore and Ohio Sentinel boxcar. C7 condition with some light spots on the roof and
one very small chip at the edge of each decal.

1329 Lionel Postwar O gauge cars including W & A.R.R. US mail car, 6417-51 gray Lehigh Valley caboose, 6357 Lionel SP
type caboose, 6417 Pennsylvania NYZ caboose, and 3360 operating Burro crane. Items in this lot are generally C7 to C7+.
No major breaks, chips, cracks, etc. All issues are very minor paint.

1330 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 6468-25 New Haven double door boxcar, 6417 Pennsylvania NYZ porthole
caboose, 6672 Santa Fe refrigerator car, 6572 Railway Express Agency refrigerator car, 6356 New York Central stock car,
and 6434 Poultry Dispatch. Cars are generally in C7 condition, a few cars with light rust on the door guides.

1331 Lionel Postwar O gauge operating freight cars including 3662 milk car with platform, 3672 Bosco car, a small blemish in
the 3 on one side of the car, 3530 GM generator car with pole, and 3562-25 gray barrel car, Very clean lot in C7-8
condition. Barrel car and generator car are especially nice.

1332 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 6419 DL&W work caboose, 6520 searchlight car with maroon generator and
hammer finish searchlight housing, 6454 Pennsylvania boxcar, 3464 New York Central operating boxcar, 6462 New York
Central gondola, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper, 6454 Santa Fe boxcar has broken cat walk, 6454 Pennsylvania boxcar, 6465
Sunoco tank car, 6561 flat with cable reels, and 3650 Lionel Lines searchlight car. This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically C7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1333 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories include 133 station, green 395 floodlight tower, 156 station platform, 128 animated
news stand with original box, 455 oil derrick with instructions, 362 barrel loader with reproduction drop end on ramp, 445
switch tower, and two 256 freight stations. Accessories are in generally nice C7 to C7+ condition.
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1334 Lionel pre and postwar accessory lot including 464 saw mill, eleven 260 bumpers, five lamp posts, two are Lionel, 50 gang
car, Skyline tin tower, 127 station, 155 bell ringing signal missing top, 153 block signal, 151 semaphore, 3356-150 horse
corral, two original postwar Cooper Jarrett trailers, 3656 operating stock car and corral, and a few billboard frames and
inserts. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1335 Group of misc. HO and O gauge items. Highlights include 2318 Lionel control tower, group of Bachmann HO EZ track
some new, two HO engines and misc. HO and O gauge buildings. Sold as is shown in the photos.

1336 Lionel prewar O gauge trains including repainted 260-E with Lionel Lines tender, 811 copper journal flat, 820 nickel
journal searchlight green base, 816 hopper, 816 Lionel Lines nickel journal hopper, 814 copper journal boxcar, 820 copper
journal orange base searchlight, repainted 812 gondola, 813 stock car with nickel journals, and 817 Lionel Lines caboose.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1337 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains included 2343C Santa Fe B unit, 1865 Western and Atlantic coach with thumb sized melt
mark in one side, 68 inspection car, two 6362-55 wheel cars with font variations, 6445 Fort Knox mint car, and 2419
Delaware Lackawanna and Western work caboose with paint loss on the cab. Trains are C6-7.

1338 Marx postwar trains including 1666 steam locomotive, Penn Central tender, 2532 Cities Service tank car, New York
Central crane, X325 Illinois Central work caboose, 43461 Pacific Fruit Express reefer, 4571 WECX spotlight flat, 13975
Santa Fe stock car, and 18326 New York Central caboose. Trains are C7 condition.

1339 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 671 Pennsylvania turbine, 2046W Pennsylvania whistle tender, and 3464 New
York Central operating boxcar with box. Boxes missing end flaps and have multiple tape repairs. Trains are C7 condition.

1340 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1552 passenger set to include a 629 Burlington 44 ton switcher, 2432 Clifton, 2434 Newark, 2435
Elizabeth and 2436 Mooseheart passenger cars, C6- switcher with a screw crack and C6-7 passenger cars.

1341 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1650 set in original box. Set includes a 2037 steam locomotive, 233W tender, 6470, 3419, 3330,
6544 and 6017. Accessories include a boxed 1063 transformer, 90 controller and a few pieces of straight track. Trains are
C5-6 with some having missing or damaged parts or loads. The original box has brown packing tape across the top and
slightly down two sides but is pretty nice otherwise.

1342 Lionel postwar O gauge 2343 Santa Fe F3 ABA units, some repainting on frames, otherwise C6.
1343 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2350 New Haven EP-5, C6 with a nose crack. Unit has paper decals on the noses.
1344 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1599 diesel freight set in original box. Set consists of 210P and 210T Texas special Alco diesels
(powered unit has a cracked pilot), 6014 red Frisco boxcar, 6112 gondola with three canisters, 6801 flat car with
reproduction yellow boat, 6424 flat car with two original autos, 6465 Gulf tank car, 6017 caboose and a 1015 transformer.
Trains are C6 unless otherwise noted. The original box is complete but does have some surface skinning and a few small
tears on the flaps. The component boxes are worn and some have missing or loose flaps on the inside and outside.

1345 Lionel Prewar O gauge set including 206-E steam locomotive, Lionel Lines tender. Both in original condition, pickup
rollers have been changed. Locomotive will run just fine on the test track however E unit is sticky and after market switch
for E unit added inside the cab. Passenger cars include two 710 Pullman cars and 712 observation. Trains are C6+
condition.

1346 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1599 diesel freight set in original set box with two component boxes. Set to included 210 Texas
Special Alco AA units, 6801 flat car with boat, 6014 Bosco boxcar, 6112 gondola with three canisters, 6465 Gulf tank car,
6424 flat car with two autos and a 6017 caboose. Also included are a 1012 transformer, track, CTC, uncoupling section
and wire coils. The set box has wear to the flaps but is complete. The two inner boxes include 6424-60 and 6465.
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1347 Lionel Postwar O gauge 11520 set in original box, consisting of 242 steam locomotive, 1062T tender, 6176 Lehigh Valley
hopper, 6142 gondola with two canisters, 3362 log car, 6059 Minneapolis and St. Louis caboose, 1010 transformer, four
straight and eight curve track sections. Also included is some paperwork with an 1130-40 parts packet. Trains are C7, set
box has some shelf wear.

1348 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6827 flat car with Harnischfeger power shovel and 6828 flat car with two Harnischfeger truck
cranes in original boxes, C6 with a very nice 6827-100 box, the 6828 and 6828-100 boxes are worn.

1349 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3360 Burro crane, very nice with low run time, C7.
1350 Lionel Postwar O gauge 217 Boston and Maine Alco AB set, no pilot damage, C7.
1351 Lionel Postwar O gauge 42 Picatinny Arsenal switcher, low run time, no screw cracks and looks C7, however, one window
strut is cracked but no broken off and is still firmly in place.

1352 Lionel Postwar O gauge Western & Atlantic cars. Includes 1865 coach and 1866 US Mail car. Cars are C6-7 with a broken
and repaired roof corner on 1866 and a glue repaired truss rod bracket on 1865, otherwise minor paint wear on the cars.

1353 Lionel 1545 postwar diesel freight set in original set box. Set includes 628 Northern Pacific diesel switcher, 6025 Gulf
tank car, X6014 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar, 6424 flatcar with two original autos and 6257 caboose, C6-7. Set box is
worn with tape repairs but has no missing flaps.

1354 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3366 circus car with corral, C6, needs a good cleaning.
1355 Lionel postwar O gauge 623 Santa Fe switch engine, C6. OB is very worn, no insert.
1356 Lionel Postwar O gauge 44 mobile Army missile launcher in original box, C6 with no broken steps but there is a small chip
on a ledge piece, missing front coupler and a reproduction figure. Original box is still sealed on one end and the box and
sleeve both have intact perforated windows. Also includes 44-61 packet with four original missiles.

1357 Lionel prewar standard gauge 42 electric locomotive, C5+, missing a few parts, all original otherwise.
1358 Three Bing 1921 tin lithographed passenger coaches including two first class and one third class. Two are missing
couplers and one has a repainted roof, C5-6.

1359 Leeds O gauge Great Western Railway coaches, wood bodies adorned with lithographed paper, C6-7.
1360 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 97 coal elevator 497 coal loader, 455 oil derrick, five 260 bumpers
and two 45N automatic gateman, C6.

1361 Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include three different 6111 flat cars with loads, 2411 flat car with two original
and one reproduction pipes, three different 2461 flat cars with red transformers (all three red transformers are original but
one has a repaired insulator) and a 6561 flat car with cable reels. cars range from C6- to C6+. 6561 OB is a brick, 2461
OB is worn with missing flaps.

1362 Lionel Postwar O gauge rolling stock to include 6560-25 and unmarked 6560 work cranes, 1007 scout caboose, 6465 tank
car and 2257 Tuscan SP type caboose with a damaged smoke stack.

1363 Built up Lionel prewar O 700K scale Hudson & New York Central tender in great shape, all correct and nicely built.
Tender has gray primer paint inside as it should and both pieces have hand applied paint as evidenced by the brush marks
on both. the coupler / stud is missing from the loco but the chain is still there. Overall a great looking set, C7+.

1364 Lionel prewar O gauge 1663 switcher with 2201T slope back tender, C6-7 due to a ding on the right rear cab roof.
1365 Original Lionel prewar 700E display board with a solid piece of T rail track mounted on a walnut base and a nice clean
plate with perfect lettering.
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1366 Lionel prewar semi scale Hudson Blue Comet passenger set to include 763 4-6-4 Hudson steam locomotive with a
homemade oil tender, two 613 Pullman, 614 observation and 615 baggage cars. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no
returns. Loco does have a 1/2” x 1/2” piece broken from the cab roof.

1367 Lionel prewar O semi scale 227 switcher and 2227T slope back tender with backup light, C6+.
1368 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 Berkshire and 2426W tender. The shell of the loco has been repainted and one side of the
tender was repainted, except for the part right around the lettering. cab roof on loco also has a slight ding on one corner.
Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1369 Lionel prewar O gauge steam switcher freight set to include 1662 steam switcher with 2203T slope back tender with
backup light but needs to be rewired and is missing both plugs. Freight cars include 655 boxcar, 654 tank car, 2651 flat car
(missing log load) and 657 caboose. Loco has a slight ding on one corner of the cab roof, is missing a couple screws and
has an incorrect screw holding the pilot in place. Trains are C6-7 with noted issues.

1370 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight to include 6572, 3386, 6454, 6352, 3474, 3454 and 6434. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1371 Lionel Postwar O rolling stock to include 6800, 6500, 6812, 3512 and 6357 with two original boxes. Sold as-is as seen in
the photos with no returns.

1372 Lionel Postwar O gauge 350 transfer table and 350-50 transfer table extension, C6. Includes an original box for the 350-50
that is crushed and missing an inner flap.

1373 Lionel Postwar O gauge green tinplate passenger cars to include two 2440 Pullman and 2441 observation cars, C6-7.
1374 Lionel Postwar O gauge brown tinplate passenger cars to include two 2442 Pullman and 2443 observation cars, C6-7.
1375 Lionel Postwar O gauge odd lot to include 627 Lehigh Valley 44 ton switcher, 6473 rodeo car, 2411 flat car with log load,
6015 yellow Sunoco tank car, 4454 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth electronic boxcar, 4457 electronic caboose shell on a 2472
frame, electronic set controller with addition controller parts and two original boxes. Boxes include 2411 with inserts and
6015 with a missing inner flap and a torn end flap. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1376 Lionel tinplate 115 station in cream and red, C6.
1377 Mint unbuilt Lionel paper train in original box with instructions and unopened axle packets inside. The box lid has some
shelf or storage wear and minor tape repairs on the corners of the lid. Parts inside are beautiful and unpunched.

1378 Lionel Postwar O 2020, 2029 and 2035 steam locomotives with 2466WX, 6466W and 233W tenders in original boxes.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1379 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2426W twelve wheel tender, C6-7.
1380 Lionel Postwar O 1061 steam locomotive with a paper label instead of heat stamped lettering and several tenders to
include two 1130T Southern Pacific, two 1050T slope back tenders and a damaged 1968 TCA 2671 tender shell. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1381 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2036 and 2037 2-6-4 steam locomotives with 6026W and 6026T tenders in original boxes. Locos
are C6, tenders are C7. OBs have some wear but only a few missing flaps and tape repairs.
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1382 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW 275 watt transformer in original box. Cord was brittle and recently cut off, case is nice and
clean and all screws and posts are firm and intact. OB has bottom insert but missing side inserts. Sold as-is as seen in the
photos with no returns.

1383 Lionel Postwar O gauge 973 landscape set, 970 ticket office and 364 lumber loader in original boxes. Accessories with
parts are C6-7, OBs have wear and some water stains.

1384 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories to include 452 signal bridge, 315 gray trestle bridge with center span light, 3656 cattle
corral with controller in original box with insert but no stock car, 89 flag pole, small trestle set with fiberboard slats holding
it together which may have been from one or two postwar sets and a base for the 448 range set. This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1385 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives to include three 224 and one 1666 as well as three 2466W (one marked 2466W
on the front but mostly repainted) and 1666TS tenders. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1386 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories in original boxes to include 151 semaphore, 152 crossing gate and 154 crossing signal.
The 151 has a red ladder that is not original to the piece, 152 has a hand painted white arm that was removed and replaced
from the piece and 154 has a red base that was painted some time after it left the factory. The original boxes are all
complete but have some wear. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1387 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1061 steam locomotive with a paper label and a 1050T tender, C7.
1388 Rare American Flyer Franklin locomotive with dealer display paper labels that suggest what railroad names would be
fitting for the piece. Shown are: Santa, Southern, Rio and Rock with Railroad at the end. Loco is C6. The original regular
paper label is underneath, we are not certain if this is a true dealer piece or if it was manufactured.

1389 Lionel Postwar O gauge 637 steam locomotive and 736W Pennsylvania tender in original boxes. Loco has and X on the
cab that does not appear to be original to the piece. The 637 box also has an X after the 637 but may or may not be
original. The white 736W box is original and has some tape repairs. C7 loco and tender.

1390 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-450 Great Northern boxcar, 6440 flat car with piggyback vans and 3424 Wabash operating
boxcar in original boxes. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so
the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1391 Lionel Postwar O gauge items to include 600 KMT and 610 Erie switchers, 2429 Livingston passenger car, two 2452
Pennsylvania gondolas, 6456 Lehigh Valley hopper (chemically altered) and 42 Picatinny Arsenal switcher (broken at both
screws and with loose hand rails. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1392 Lionel Postwar O gauge items to include 6830 and 3330 operating submarine flat cars with loads, 3413 mercury capsule
car, 6512 cherry picker car and 212 USMC powered Alco diesel with three original boxes. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1393 Lionel Postwar O gauge black 221 steam locomotive with 221T New York Central tender, C7.
1394 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 2029 steam locomotives with 234W tenders including one scarce Hagerstown loco and a
scarce Pennsylvania 234 tender. All four pieces look C7 but the Lionel Lines tender is missing one front step.

1395 Scarce uncataloged Lionel Postwar O gauge 1050 steam locomotive with 1130T and 1050T tenders, C7 loco, C6 tenders.
1396 Lionel Postwar O gauge 235, 239, 243 and 251 steam locomotives with two damaged 234W and Southern Pacific 1130T
tenders. The two tenders with damage look nice but are each missing one front step. Locos are all in nice shape with two
having die cast shells, C7.
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1397 Large group of empty Lionel Postwar boxes to include 6456-75, 3494, 6572, 2630, 2630, 2631, 618, 2640, 2640, 2641,
6019, 2657x, 2654, 2679, 2454, 2689T, 2817, 2201T, 3559, 6001T, 166, 1679 and a few others that are missing all of their
end flaps and have no numbers on the sides. Some are complete and in nice shape while others have lots of wear and
missing flaps. Sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns.

1398 Entire cart full of empty Lionel set boxes and other individual car boxes. Set boxes include but are not limited to 1629,
2527, 1621WS, 1800, 11550, 2175W, 11415, 1523, 1770, x828, 731, 1513S, 2549W, 19561 all together and a 2239W that
may be complete but in several pieces. Individual boxes include 6414, 3484, 6465-60, 6014-60, 1043, 235 and may others
that are missing most or all of their end flaps and inner flaps. This lot is very large and would likely cost a lot to ship and is
being sold as-is as seen in the photos with no returns. Pick up is highly suggested.

1399 Large group of empty Lionel Postwar boxes to include ZW 275 watt transformer, 128, 125, 145, 356, 332, 675, 6020W,
314, 252, 3656, 6466T, 64, 1007, 6656, 6456, 2029/, UCS, 1001T, 1130T, 736W, 2065, 6427-1, 154, 246, 6466T, 6805,
6462-25, 3464, 3656, 155, 2046W and 2046W. A few are missing all of their end flaps and have no numbers on the sides.
Some are complete and in nice shape while others have lots of wear and missing flaps. Sold as-is as seen in the photos
with no returns.

1400 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives and tenders to include 242, two 243, two 246 and 247 2-4-2 steam
locomotives with matching tenders to include 1050T, three 1130T and two 6466T. This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1401 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives and tenders to include 239, 1101, 1120, 1655 and 2034 2-4-2 die cast
steam locomotives with matching and extra tenders to include 1654T, four 1130T, two 1001T and 6466T. This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1402 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives and tenders to include 248, 249, 250, 1060 and 1062 2-4-2 steam
locomotives with tenders to include five 1130T with three marked Pennsylvania, two with bright orange and one with a
burnt orange stripe. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1403 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives and tenders to include an unlettered 2-4-2 that may be a factory error,
1001 plastic, two 1050, 1060 and 1062 steam locomotives with tenders to include three 1130T, 1130T Southern Pacific,
233W that has a loose front truck and draw bar and a 1050T. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1404 Extremely scarce Lionel Postwar die cast 1101 steam locomotive that was erroneously stamped 1001 in silver at the factory
and sheet metal Lionel Scout tender, C6.

1405 Nice group of harder Lionel Postwar O gauge scout locomotives and matching tenders to include 235, two 238 and 240 2-4
-2 locos with two 234W, 1050T slope back and 242T tenders. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1406 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives and tenders to include 233, 236, 237, 244, 245 and 1130 steam
locomotives with tenders to include four 1130T, 1050T and 6466T (a couple have broken steps). This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1407 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders to include 675, 2016, 2025, three 2026 and three 2029 in
2-6-2 and 2-6-4 arrangement. Tenders include 233W,6466W, three 6026W and two 6466T. This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1408 Group of four Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives with tenders. Locos include 646, 1666, 224 and a gray 221. The
tenders include 6020W, two 6466T and an unlettered gray 221W. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1409 Lionel Postwar O gauge 646 2046 2056 steam locomotives with three Lionel Lines 2046W tenders and two original boxes.
OBs include 2046 with incorrect insert and two worn 2046W examples. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1410 Group of four Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout locomotives with tenders to include two 241, 1062 and a forgery of a
prototype that is numbered 000. The 000 had its original numbers scratched off and then painted over and rubber stamped
000. The tenders include 234W, 113T Southern Pacific, 1130T Lionel Lines and a forged 1130T with gold lettering. This
is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically
vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned.

1411 Scarce uncataloged Lionel 240 steam locomotive and 1130T tender from Sears 9820 set, C7+.
1412 Lionel Postwar O gauge 238 white stripe steam locomotive with smoke unit and a matching 234W tender, C6-7 loco, C8
tender. 234W OB looks complete but is worn.

1413 Three Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives with tenders. Locos include 2037 with pink original pilot that was
painted black, 6110 and 1120 along with 1001T, 6066T with lettering on one side only and 6026W. Also includes two
2037 original boxes and a 6066T box. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item
in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1414 Three Lionel Postwar O gauge Scout steamers with tenders to include 1130 die cast, 238 and 1062 plastic locos. tenders
include 1130T Southern Pacific, 6066T and 234W. OBs include 1130 locomotive and 6066T tender and are both in great
shape. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1415 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1656 and 1665 steam switcher locomotives with two die cast 2403B tenders, C6.
1416 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1615 and 1625 steam switchers with two 1615T tenders as well as 1615 and 1615T original
boxes. 1615 is C6+, 1625 is C6- and both 1615T are C6. Both OBs are complete with some shelf wear.

1417 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1130, 1130 and 1001 2-4-2 steam locomotives with two 1130T and 1001T tenders. These all
appear to be in the C6 area.

1418 Group of Lionel prewar, postwar and modern paper. Includes books, original postwar Lionel and Flyer operating
instruction manuals and a collection of mostly reproduction Lionel catalogs from 1922-1963. Some original catalogs
included, but in well read condition. See photos for best description.

